




ROTCH LIBRARY
School of Architecture and Planning

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Boston,Mass.,January 11th,1892.

Prof .F.W.Chandler,
Department of Architecture.

Dear Sir:

I beg leave to report progress in the post-

graduate course,submitted last October.as follows,for the

first term. 1891-2.

In architectural history,a careful and complete study

of the origin of the building habit in man! origin of archi-

tectural form,beginning with the lower animals,tracing it

through savage races and prehistorie remains to the estab-

lished forms of architecture proper; and an attempt to estab-

lish the relative importance of material,climate,and customs

on these forms.

Taking up architectural history proper,I have carefully

studied the geography,geology and climate of Egyptithe reli=-

gion and customs of the ancient race! the history of the

tountry,especially those epochs remarkable for their architeec-

tural remains: made out lists of the monuments,and written

descriptions of the more striking examples: added to this a

short study of the principles governing Egyptian arts of

painting and sculpture.

In addition to the reading,l have made a number of

drawings from the examples of Egyptian sculpture in the Art



Museum, some of which were handed in with the written report:

a map and several traeings to illvstrate the report.

fn Materials I have not done nuech owing to a lack of

time,but have done considerable reading on building stone,

made one test of a specimen of sandstone,and went through

the preliminary laboratory work in the Laboratory of Applied

Mechanies,as follows:

(1) One wrought iron I Beam.

(1) Deflection. (2) Moment of Inertia.(3) Modules

of Rupture. (4) Modules of Elasticity.

(2) Wrought Iron Wire: Elastic limit,Modules,etc.

(3) Tension tests on the Olsen machine,Wrought Iron,Machine

Steel and Cast Iron.

(4) Cement tests.

(1) Tension, Portland cement briquette.

(2) Compression,Portland and Rosendale cubes.

In Design, I have made preliminary sketches for plans,

sections and elevations,and one study for the principal facade

of the design selected.

In the History of Eduecation,under advice of Prof.lLever-

more,l have studied-,

(1) The History of Education, Painter.

(2) Educational Reformers, Quick.



Drawing, &amp;cC.,
Water Color under Mr.Turnere.

Life Class at Cowles Art School.

Sketching in pencil at Art Museum

In Italian,under Prof.Luquiens,I have completed the work

in grammar ,and read some sixty pages of Farina's " Il Signor

Ju-©

Finally: I have attended regularly the lectures

(1) Historv of Philoe~~"v "»-f,Levermore.

(2) Contemperary Erglish ani Ameriean Avi*ore Pwof,.Car-

penter.

Yours respectfully,

Jos .A.Meyer,Jdr.



Cologne,September 29th,1892,

Dear Professor,

resembl

r “om ®inalls ~ffer ven something that

mena—=t 7 find that after all = am only human,and

that after solid tramping and locking from early morning till

dark ,and then an hour or two of journal writing,is about all

that I can do in one day. My friends have certainly suffered

28 tn Trtters,and I put off writing to you until I now have

suc’. ¢ mass of material that I don't see how you are ever to

get “hr smallest pert of ite I send *h~ "es~-v on Scandina-

 om tape® no ~~ what vou should have,but the hurried

rec!” ©Ff what 7 @9¢ at ~77 times! I might say that most of

it was written in a 1ittle shoe-shop while I sat in my stock-

ing feet waiting for the shoemaker to repair damages after a

long tramp on a flinty turnpike in search of a Romanesque

3enedictine Abbey Church.

Tn suoplement the "Repor+”™ = =~ 1» 7 interest to you

to know the ground I herve covered vo ~ ¢~*- " landed at

Kristiansand,Norway, on July 2nd.. then went bv steamer to

Sto~—~nw. From this point I went bv steamspy carriole.row-

boat and on foot to Sand,Naes,Howe, 0dde,Eide,Vossevangen

judvangen,Faerland,Vadheim, Forde ,Flord, Trondhjem, and then

coasted to North Cape and return,stopping at a number of

jueer towns, including Tromsd and Hammerfest. From Thronédh jem

[ went across country to Christiania.,into Telemarken and back:



then to Goteborg and across by canal to Stockholm... Here I

war headed off by the cholera,and was obliged to postpone my

trip to Rushia,and turned south aeross Sweden,after a splendid

tim~ on the Island of Gotland and in the ancient eity of Wisby.

by +&gt; mrv.T forgot all about that it is the "Report" - it

ig “7° * al. churches,most’~ in ruins,but showing most in-

terc “mg forme.r~m ecnapird”-ronliins I found one in which

the vaults were domical, an’ en old lime k“1ln which looked

for all the world as if it had come from Cairo. Upsala and

its surroundings of course.

In southern Sweden, Linkoping,lund,and Malino,Copenhagen-

[ m~" ~ly give a catalogue - Helsingdr. TFredriksborg,; then

over +) Germany, Stralsund,Rostock,Wismar, Sehwerein,Lubeck,

Linebnr~ Bremen,Osnabruck,Munster; then to Holland,Arnhem,

Nijmr~er,'3 Hertogenbosch. (Bois le Due) ,Utrecht,Amsterdam,

Zaandam,Haarlem,Leyden, The Hagne Delft ,Rotterdam,Dordrecht,

then Belgium, Antwerp,Maline~,Ghent, Bruges . Vara Courtrai,

Tournai,Brussels, (Waterloo)Louvain,Liege; Holl~nd ag~in,
Maastricht; Germany again, Aix-la-Chappelle; now Cologne

where I have spent a very busy week. The lower Rhine

churches interest me very much,and I have seen several not on

the ~~ lar mr agramme. Of course St.Martin's,St.Maria im

Cap’

supreme

“~ _*mpetles.and St.Gereon here in the eity are of

interest .but there are smaller churches in the country

that are worthy of attention. I go up the Rhine next week,



and hope to reach Berlin in November some time. Part of the

winter I will spend in Russia when our friend the Comma Bacil-

lus *~ asleep, and then over to Paris.

LyLs

. - --n1th has been excellent. Please give my best regards

“afangoyr Letang,l have a letter in pickle for him,Profes-

gv Town Te,Lawrence and all the rest. I hope you have

vour hands full of students.

JOS AM Tr.



No. 1
Architecture in Norway. Sweden, and Denmark-

Ther~ “~~ *7’~= opinion concerning the ar~hiteeture

of Norwey.Sweden,and Denmark,especially among those archi=-

tects who are on a mere predatory raid in Europe,that there

is nothing to be found there worthy of notice and study.

While this may be true from a comparative point of view,I

venture to say that even in these countries there has been

developed and preserved peculiarities found nowhere else,and

that there are lessons to be learned in regard to the various

styles ¢~ sfreotitcelrre nvwrvalent at one time or other all

pve» Purana that are b+ no means to he der~pigsed. This is

more « “tially true to the student of architectural history,

to whom the origin and development of styles from the use of

available material is of importance.,as well as the artistic

sucersg with which it has been done. From an ethnological

point of view we are not led to expect much from the people

of SecrAinavia in artistic matters. A pure Tecutonie race

graf*ed on one of Turanian origin is not likelv to po--css a

a vi©Imagir f’ve nature.yet there is a love of color and

form among them.at least for the grotesague,that hes led to

inter *ing features in costume and are™i“ecture,and has given

to existing work a character as peculiar to the country as

can be found with any people.

These northern countries are to a great extent covered



with forests,and although stone is universal and of all

qualities.vet the greator eac~ with which wood is procured and

worked has led to on frtnarr~tng t+ 'mber are “tecture

go no farther back than the log house,althovsh thera is no

trouble to find a more primitive type,in use among the Lapps,

we meet with this easy and substantial method of construction

from North Cape to the Baltie. The well known method of

piling squared logs on one another and binding them by means

of 2 mortised joint at the corners,was the almost exclusive

zonstruction among the older buildings. The quaint and

pie’ "esque farm buildings found all ov~~ Neor~-v,ecspecially

in the inland distriets of Telemarken 2rd Q~terdal,where the

struggle for life is not quite so severe and there is oppor-

tunity to indulge in something more than bare ne-- "ities,

are built in this way;and their peculiarities of broad pro=

jeeting roofs,overhanging upper story and balconies may still

be traced to practiezl needs in the older buildings. As in

America, the farm houses of Norway are isolated and scattered

over + country,but in the case of the larger so-called

"oaar: .» farms there is a svotematie grrr—ing of the

builc¢inre As an illvr*vation.,I may mention a gaard which

T visited near the town of Tonset,district of Osterdal. The

farm house,a large log building blackened by age but with the

window and door frames neatly painted,lay at the baek of a



oY, covered court,and occupied one entire side. It was

two stories ii height roofed with curved red tile of this

pattern The interior divisions into rooms

were plainly indicated on the outside by the projecting

snds of the partitions. This latter peculiarity is the

result of a consistent carrying out of the construction of a

log building,for there is no part of the house until the roof

is r~-ehrd that is not built of logs with overlapping ends:

par’ °° me.floer Sciste.coertliing but the floor boards.

The - “¢~h of #+H~ —~ ” v»g mad" hs shorter'n~ ' 1ngs of the

gable graduall~ ~»A binding them in plee~ 1 - rmarlins. On

these purlins lay the rafters,on these the t’ling lathse. The

logs of the house were joined with each other,not only at

the ends but their entire length by a rude groove and tongue,

il and laid in reindeer moss to make a weather-tight

The doors and windows were made at the same time

that the lros were laid,and not sawed out afterwards. To the

right of the house,as the observer looked towards the entrance

were the stables,and opposite the store houses. These latter

buildings are often decorated with elaborate carved ornaments,

balconies and crestingse. In the park of Oscarshall at Chris-

tiania.there has been re-erected a number of these buildings,

removed from Telemarken and Gudbrandsdal,to illustrate the

hetter elass of this kind of work,as done several centuries

ago, and there is remarkable skill and taste displayed in the



wood carving and painted decorations of the interior. This

system of log construction is still in eonstant use,and not

only in the forest distriets,but in the villages,and even

in larger towns where all the peculiarities of the log-house

are carried out with sawed plank four inches thick and about

ten inches wide. There is no frame whatever in these houses,

but they are bound torether by the mortised ends and cross

part“*iona- Occasionallv a log house is weatherboarded,a

firet =*~» towards the modern frame house. All over Norway

and in many parts of Sweden I met with the familiar lumber-

yard,or I might call it jig-saw architeeture,with all the

good and bad features that we use; the eross bar and lattice

ornaments in the gables,the sawed out cornice decoratiohs and

crestings,the narrow window hoods and jig-saw pznel decora-

tions. These houses are often painted in bright colors,but

still oftener are left in natural wood oiled and varnished.

In the hotels at least,the interior is also plain wood,no

plastering whatever. In Sweden I met witha curious grafting

of clacsical detail on a log house construction, a sort of

"old colonial" that was not altogether unpleasing. It began

by boxing the projecting ends of the logs and decorating

the tops in imitation of pilaster caps. Then followed clas-

sical window and door frames and cornices, but always with

Lhe uncovered log walls.



Naturally the log method of construction does not tend

to produce a monumental architeceture,and if it did ,the

perishable nature of the material would apparently prevent

its preservation. There is however an exception in the case

of the famous Stovekirker or timber churches of Norway. The

Stovekirker,of which some fifteen still exist,date from the

12th Centvrv.snd are the remarkable result of the application

of ¢ 1~~+" ~us&gt; construction to the then .evistinz Romanesque

plan. It w= wv good fortune to examine two of the most

famous ¢” th nse buildings: the GoleV“*vke,from the Hallingdal

now re&lt;frected in the park at Oscarshall,Christiania,and the

largest of all,the Hitterdals Kirke,still in use on its origi-

nal site in Telmarken. I also saw one of the smaller churches

re-er2cted in the grounds of the Kgl.Norske Videnskabers

Selskab at Troudhjem, but it wae comv~ratir “7 uninteresting.

The Hitterdals Kirke,like most r¢™ “7© " “&amp;rast'n~ spots in

Norw-+ ~ "ra gt a distance from any lar&lt;e town,end somewhat

off of the usual line of travel, although formerly the route

from the Hardanger to Christiania passed the church. I

made the visit an architectural pilgrimage by adding to the

railway journey from Christiania to Kongsberg a twenty mile

walk over the mountains and up the romantic Hitterdal. The

surroundings of the famous church are rural in every respect;

creat trees,grain and hay fields on all sides, the white



parsonage opposite,while the purple mountains in the back-

ground add an element always present in a Norwegian land-

scape- The building stands with its west front facing a

church ~rd (rd scores of unmarked graves,while to the north

and east © pmon apace where the perm? em ~-—gte before

The church itself L-and afrr- —vigee- mos" yenerable

appearanc~. The get’ gide ie blere~med br the sun as if by

fire,and all the corners are rounded and worn by age. The

plan is eruciform,with a semicircular apse,after the fashion

of the time,for its traditional date is 1164, but the aisles

and .ambulatoryv.contrary to the usual custom,are an exterior,

not an interior feature. This change no doubt came about by

tiie need of a shelter for the congregation before the services

began. Part of this outer aisl is still in its original

condition.,with an oven arcade under the eaves and the ancient

stone floor, but around the choir and apse it hss been trans-

formed into 8 vestry. Above this aisle,which is roofed scpa-

rately,the building rises in receding stories to represent

aisle and elans-stony , alihough originally there were no win=

dows nor any means of lighting the building from the outside.

This may seem to contradict the theory that as we procede

northward the size of wird ~&gt;&gt;="=r" jner ~~ca,but it must

be remembered that = -

2 luxury for the poor ron=‘-

ha Ae iran “0 expensive

~~nngrr~~tions ¢f the extreme

north.and also that the impressivenesg of a eatholie service



vas not injured when seen only by the dim light of the altar

randles. The exterior of the church is almost the same as it

originally was- a maze of gables and turrets: a gable for

sach face of every feature,and a turret at each crossing.

The choir and apse each terminate in a round conical roofed

turret.en® the nave in a sousre tower with four gables sur~

mounted bv a2 sausr~ enire. The entire outside is covered with

thie shingles cut to &amp; mnint ~=antin~r the lowest story 3

vhich is boarded up and down 2nd mav he a later idea. The

interior has been sadly injured by an attempted restoration

in 1850,when the original high timber roof was replaced by

a flat wooden ceiling,unsightly galleries added to the nave,

and windows cut in the sides. The door jambs,doors themselves

zapitals of columns and gable ornaments are earved with gro=-

tesque figures and elaborate arabesques,which resemble the

Romane~-""- work of the time with an added original®*“y easily

traced to the ornaments of the Runie stones ¢f "a 2ountry.

Altogether, the Hittercdml-""*»'-2_asarepressor‘ ~tiva nf it:

class,presents a curious and interesting example of monumen-

nal architecture translated by a simple people into a perisha-

ble material. But perhaps this last exvression had better be

modified when we consider that the Hitterdalskirke dates

nearly 100 years before the foundationsofthe Cologne Cathe-

iral were laid.and that while it stands in comparatively



perfect preservation,many of the so-called eternal monuments

of stone have literally mouldered into dust. The Gols-

Kirke at Christiania,formerly stood in the Hallingdal,but was

removed to the park of Oscarshall and all its original fea-

tures rrstored. Although not as large as the Hitterdals

Kirke.tis more graceful in its proportions,and shows a more

general use of light #— elaborzs’~ crnazment. The exterior

aisle is here restored ~~" surround~ *h»e ent’»&gt;» church. The

open ar-~"~ under the roof end p~m~1lled screen below it add

very much to the appearance of the building,and give weight

to the suggestion of a gathering place for the people,where

not only shelter, but light and ample ventilation were needed.

The interior is 2190 in its primitive state. The ceiling

follows the roof line and the Open timber work INerenios the

effect of +- obscurity in producing the impression of great

height  H-re the smaller upper part of the nave is supported

on round moate.end above the aisle thus formed is a sort of

triforium arrangement. The carvinars of this building,as well

as the many examples preserved in the museums of Christiania

and Stockholm, would make an interesting study of the time,

and the influence of contemporary work in England and on the

Continent. I might here mention that there has just appeared

in Norway an exhaustive work on the subject "De Norske Stave

Kirken.af L.Dietrichson{( Alb. Commermevar's forlog)%,illus-

trated by some 300 wood-cutse



Although #% © rule the buildings of Sweden and Denmark

are ¢. a more durable character than in Norway,yst th-re ex-

igts in Sweden a class of buildings somewhat allied to the

stovekirken and perhaps of as great antiquity. I refer to

the curious bell towers yet found all over the country. 1

met with a number of them,notably at Stockholm,Gamle Upsala,

and as S¥der-K¥pping on the famous G¥ta Canal,the latter by

far tr wr- "°° wo -*“"pg that I saw,I discovered by the mere-

Toe around the ancient town while the

canal bert »- mnaeceiny a series of locks. The town is not

deseribed in the ordinary guide book,but on irruirin-7
»

ole

found *that it was a place of some importance in the middle

ages,as several large ehurches still testify. To one of these

bearing the date 1296 the bell-tower was apparently attached.

The tower was built of wood,covered with shingles similar in

shape to those of the stovekirken. In this case the bell

gallerr was formed by four steep gables placed around a

square and terminatin~ in 2 verv tall and slender spire at

the crossings. The whole structure wan supported on a lofty

frame-work of timbers which sloped inward from all sides. A

stairwaytothegallery was enclosed in the centre. This was

the most pieturesque of those I examined,but the character of

21l was the same.,and it seems to represent the types

In Norway the country church forms the dominant feature in

svery landscape that includes a town,for the nucleus of

svary settlement is its warehouse and its ehurch. &amp;lmost



without exception the churches consist of © big rectangular

auditorium.a lower addition at the back for the chancel and =

second for the vestry,and a tower with a low porch at the

west front. The towers are always picturesque and of an al-

most infinite variety. Of brick and stone buildings there

are very few in Norway. At Throndenaes,far inside the Artie

circle,thers is 0 chureh,apparentlyv vaulted for there are

but“ - ° "7 from medias 7 times,and for many years the

nort rnmnat chureh in Europe. But with one exception this

is the only stene church in the district

In Sweden it is ouite ¢ .fferent. All the village

churches that I examined were of stone or brick overcast

with plaster. The use of small materizal,notably brick,

has led t~ several peculiarities, for instance,the stepped

gables ni the sunken panel wall decorations. The principal

gables are almost inv-ri~h? r*r="~72~eveeially in the older

churches those dating from the 16th and 17th centuries.,and

often the feature has been carried higher by terminating the

massive square tower in a gable roof. The panel decorations

mentioned always form a prominent feature in the facades of

of Swedish buildings,perhaps carried over from North Germany

where they are universal. They are usually found in the tri-

angular space under the gable,and take the form of bands of

erenellations or foils: as for example in the St .Drothems

church at Soderkopping, the Fogsie Kirk and several others



near 1'almo. In Denmark the type follows Southern Sweden

to a great extent,but the influence of Germany has been too

strongly felt to allow any marked national peculiarity.

To sum _- the ordinary architecture of Scandinavia.

ther~fr-e,I might say that in Norway the type is to be found

wrndan _papecially the log houses,with their broad

eaver.r~w~1 and carved geble ornaments and angular openings.

In Sweden the charac*eristics are best ceen in the country

in

churches which show the stepped gable and sunken panel orna-

ments and more partieularly the square tower with a stepped

gable roof. In Denmark the blending of Swedish peculiarities

with those of North Germany,resulting not in a separate type,

but the existence of both side by side.

Men we come to consider monumental architecture proper

the»~ *4 little in Norwesyv,much more in Sweden and Denmark,but

all ¢© &amp; eharacter that does not stamp it as national. In

the cathedrals of Stavanger,Trondhjem,Upsala and Lund we do

not find Norwegian and Swedish architecture,but the prevail=-

ing styles on the continent at the time of their building,and

their study is of interest in conneetion with the great

periods of European architecture,the Romanesque and Gothie,

not with the national style.

The first of thee~ errater buildings that I met was the

cathedral c¢f Stavanger on the south-west coast of Norway.

The church was founded in the llth century and to this
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period perhaps the Romanesque nave with its great round col-

unns belongse The influence of its English Founder is easily

traced in the Norman mouldings and details. There is a

cleye-story and aisles,but no triforium nor transept. The

choir,in the richest late-Gothiec style,opens directly into

the nave by a great round arch. It has a square east end

flanked “7 square towers and thi» angles where the choir joins

the n~ve gre me~ ~ mar ~4 hv ogecter~. turretece The material

is of . greenish chlorite slate,which has been used in the

late thorough restoration.

The only other building of historical importance in

Norway is the ancient and famous Cathedral of Throndhjem.

This beautiful building stands in a large church-yard in the

southern part of the town,and when the restoration which is

now in progress is enmpleted,will rank as one of the great

buildings of Europe;not only in historical importance.forit

has been the centre nf eivilization in Norway,but for the

extent and beauty of the church itself. The plan is erueci-

form with an octagon at the east end.and a chapter house on

the south side. This chapter house and the transept,the

oldest parts of the building,were built in the Romanesque

style under English-Norman influence,during the 12th century.

The choir and octaron stand next in age.and exhibit a wealth

of Gothic detail and evvedients. Ti» vaus ing is esvecially

interesting in its curious variations from the usual methods.



Five times injured by fire,the building shows but little of

the original handwork,but the repeated restorations have al-

ways preserved tne first designs. The choir and octagon,with

the Chapter house,are the only parts now fully restored from

the effects of the last fire,but the transept is in the hands

of the workmen,and there is a prospect of the early comple-

tion of the whole. The nave,which was the lat:-st portion

built ,was in the Fnglish Gothic stvle.long and low ending in

a great dome at the crossing. The west front was apparently

posessed of two flanking towers and a central vortal,and the

remains of sculpture indicate that it was richly decorated.

But as it is at present,it is almost a total ruin,and barely

indicates what it was in its perfection. The material is a

local chlorite-slate with decorative columns in light colored

marble. This material is very favorable for carved work,

eary t» manipulate and apparently durable. T menting these

two cathedrels,Norwew has little to offer in monumental work.

Christiania has nothing excepting perhaps the Gaule Akers

Kirke,an interesting Romanesque building of the early part of

the 12th century. It is a cruciform church with a shallow

transept,a great square tower at the crossing,a short choir

and a semicircular apse.

Sweden is somewhat more fortunate in buildings of impor-

tance.and in the cathedrals of Upsala and Lund.po-eesses at

least two of the first class. Upsala dates from the 13th
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to the 15th centuries and is « cruciform church of French

model:that is to say of great height with an ambulatory

around the choir and radiating apsidal chapels. The interior

is especially imposing with its great height of nave,102

feet. and perspective effects of the ambulatory and chapels.

The material is brick laid Flemish bond,with an attempt at

zolor effect in the different tint of alternating bricks.

The west front shows two sreat spires and there is a small

aspire at the crossing. The clexz-s*nrv is strengthened by

flying buttresses weighted by pinnacles,and the transepts,

which project to the line of the aisle chapels,are flanked by

tall turrets. The building is now completely restored,and

at the time of my visit the ecaffolding of the frescoes

was being removed preliminary to the re-opening of the church.

Iund in the extreme south of Sweden.as Upsala is in the

north,on the other hand.is a Romanesque building,also of

creat dignity and unity. It is of cruciform plan with a semil-

circular apse,and the details and arrangement follow northern

Romanesque models. The west front shows two great towers,

(square) lightened at the top by three tiers of round arch

arcades,and a gable with corbel cornice and a loggia arcade

on the line of main cornice of the nave. The apse is built

after Rhenish Romanesque models with its loggia arcade under

the roof and corbel cornices. The interior is most effective.

The transept and choir are raised about nine feet above the
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level of the nave which gives much dignity to the east end,

and the great size of the bays,artistic groupings and beauti=-

ful cclor decoration produc~ an interior not surpassed by the

most elaborate Gothic. Under the raised choir and transept

ls an ex*~ansive crypt,with interesting decoration on the col-

umn shafts and capitals. The neighboring town of Linkopping

nossesses in its cez2thedral a church of no mean proportions

since its length is 320 feet,but the mixture of styles it ex-

1ibits and the very apparent crude workmanship place it below

its sister church at Lund. At Malmo I found a church of

santirely different character,the St.Peters Church,the most

important in the place. It was the first example of the

oric™ architecture of North Germar+v that I met.and as it is

a misplaced example,there is no need of a detailed descrip=

tion more than it exhibits the characteristic glazed brick

ornaments,brick nmullions and tracery in the windows,and elab-

orated vaulting, found along the south shore of the Baltic.

Of Denmark I saw but little more than Copenhagen. There

[ examined a number of churches,mostly built in the Renais-

sance style of all periods,with the local variations in de=

hails,especially in the matter of towers and spires,that give

to Copenhagen its characteristic appearance as seen from the

Xen

'he palaces of the three kincdoms all date from the 17th

ro the 19th centuries. That at Christiania is of no artistic
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interest,,Kristiansberg at Copenhagen 1s in ruins,the result

of a late fire,but the great edifice at Stockholm erected by

Nicholas Tessin in the 17th century in the Italian Renais-

sance style,is a truly noble huilding. Two castles in Den-

mark which I included in my route were excellent examples of

their class. Kronberg,at the entrance to the Baltic and fa-

mous as the locality of the +7-of Hamlet,was built in the

16th centurv in a plain and massive style,but showing rich

carvings at the portals and par?~ nf the court. The second,

Slot Frederiksberg,is perhaps one of the most magnificently

located and planned edifices of the kind in Northern Europe.

It has been thoroughly repaired since the fire of thirty

years ege.and now presents the sight of a Renaissance Castle

in 7" nn rfection. The exterior with its many picturesque

tower~ succecsive courts richly decorated with carving and

especiallv the magnificently decor=z=ted interior,make up an

architectural group of which the Dsnees are justly prcud.

In modern architecture,the large cities of Norway,Sweden,

and Denmark show about the same class of work that is being

built all over Europe, faking perhaps the progressive tendency

of the past few years on the continent proper: for here we

have the brick skeleton and plastic cast architecture th+~

has been the curse of the old world for years past. There are

exceptions of course.in the Johannes Kv %a at Stockholm.a

brick Gothie church of rood design and noble interior: the
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building of the "Academy for de Tiina Konsterna" ai Copenhagen,

which by the way includes a school for architects,where free

and judicious use has been made of faience decoration;the

University buildings at Upeala and Lund,both good examples in

the French Renaissance, tempered by the modern German school;

the mrrbhle church at Copenhager.a dormical building in Roman

Ren~"~~~=rr dd others. P+ the tendency to follow in the

rutiworn F- ..1 *me nations of the world for the past hundred

years,seems to ba too strong as yet to offzr much prospect

for an early improvement,and until the wave of life that is

beginning to rise in Germany,Holland and Belgium crosses the

Baltice,we can look for little but the academic architecture

of France badly translated into elumsy Teutonic work.

Cologne,September 29th."892.
Jos.AMeyer,Jr.
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I will add only 2 1l'me to remind you agein not tH take
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Plerra give my regards to all tr~ department authorities;

I suppc-e they are still the same. I am very curious to

know how things go in the new building,but IT supvose I shall

never know for my mail seldom reaches me,T hardlv know why.

For three months I heard nothing.,not even from my immediate
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family,and I now learn that the mail was sent,but perhaps

lost. But if any of the department have time and inclina-

tion.I should be very glad to hear from them.

Sincerely yours,

TopAMem=oa
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[I Baltic Provinces of North-West Prussia.

Crossing the Raltie from Sweden to Germany,our first sight of

Land after leaving the Scandinavian coast covered by green groves

and showing here and there the characteri-tic white, stepped-gable

tower of a village church, is the precipitous yellow bluff of the

Dornbusch,an outlying strip of land near the Island of Rugen. As

the stear-- rroceeds,Rugen itself with deep green. beech forests

appears ¢° +» 7-ft while on the right. the low coast line of the

main 1

creat ~~

~+wrtpher ~—~+ to the west and south. It is in this

Sf een of alluvial land that we see the prevailing

chare:stery of the whole of North Germanyagreat plain usually as

flat as the sea iteelf,almost destitute of stone,but containing

extensive beds of clay suitable for brick-making. As we steam

along this coast we catch a glimpse now and then of &amp; red-roofed

clurterca around a heavy,uncouth-looking church ;between

-~~atonous cultivated land with not so much as a tree to

reldcve &lt;7 landsecane unless ¥- include the double row of low

frult tree¢ that line a turnvike and stretch away to the horizon.

Far away to the south, apparently closing the sound up which we are

travelling, rises an irregular group of massive towers surmounted

by fantastic spires,below them the steep gabled roofs of a town.

They are the towers and roofs of the ancient and once famous Hamsa-

town of Stralsund,second only to Lubeck in power and wealth when

the word "merchant®™ had a political as well as financial signifie-
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cance, and where we are to have our first experience with the

char~~+~ristie and interesting Brick Architecture of the Baltic

Provencesg .

Lubeek Stralsund,Rostock,Wismar,and the other towns of the
ag,

first H~~a league learned their business methods from the Dutch,

and i“ wrs no more than natural that wen incres~'»~ wealth and

powry firma expression in the more pretentious a«~"itecture of =a

thr’ “== eity,they should also look to Holland for the materials

and methods of building,and,modified by their own talents,culti-

vated by contact with the business world in the south,and more

especially in the east, for their artistic models as well, It is

by this,as well as by the natural conditions surrounding them that

these Northern towns were led to adopt brick as a building mater-

ial and the French Gothic ground plan,or should we not more

pron-»lv osy the Dutch ground plan transplanted from France

lowlands of Holland.

Brick bv natre ¢ -3 not suggest to the builder the rich deco-

ration usual in the same el’'fice constructed of stone. Clay is

easy to mould,but very difficult to carve when once burned. Large

pieces of ornamental work are almost an impossibility as a2 single

piece,and the execution in fragments is almost sure to lead to the

rr~~tition of motives,and consequent loss of interest and variety

so ¢"  ~*rristic of the richest Gothic work. Then it must be

remembered that these buildings,especially in the case of ehureches.

were erected by a free and independent association of citizens.



uninfluenced and unhampered,to a great extent at least,by

the m~=~ eongepvrtive eh~11 I add. more rrf'~~7 rwiest-class

that © 77© Airected 2nd designed th» cathedrals and churches

of that day. The consequence is that we have a very

free translation of the French Cathedral in the Marien-

Kirche at Lubeck,a building characteristic of the practical

minded but ostentatious German burger of the 13th Century.

The student of architecture is remindedofthegreat churches

of North-eastern France by the cruciform plan,wrst towers,

great height of the nave and the radiating gpaitad chapels,

but micees the elabor~*a ornament on th» exterior and the

slender moulded piers that sn»mort the vaulting. In the

Baltie churches the intricate flying buttress system,with its

graceful curves and forest of pinnacles decorated with foliage

and statuary, is replaced by simple arched supports without

pinnacles,orisentirely wanting; the lace-like tracery of

the v’ndows in the French examples is here r~presented by

simpl- v~*~ht mullions of brick,or at most by divisions

term?" "or ‘a poir+ted arch or simple foil treatment. The

por+als are never so richly scuvlptured.often d~generate into

mere doorways,and the west front c2ldom hes the dignity that

would entitle it to the place of the principal facade. In

the interior also we find a much simpler treatment. The

piers are heavier and much more simple in section. They vary



From the square through the octagon and polygon to circular,

and at most veovind bye gimnl~ round Edd an so te enmnnort

the ribs of the vrmlting- The t&gt;iforium.™here one exists,

is usually treated as an oven gallery protected by a balus-

trade between the vault supports,but in many of the churches

the alsles are cf the same height as the nave,and consequent-

ly have no c¢lexzstory wall. It is in the vaulting,however,

vhere Fia_Briak-thebrickconstruction offered no obstacle

to the builder,that these churches equalled and even surpassed

their models, and it is to be doubted whether any country ean

show more elaborate vaulting construction than the North

Ferman provinces.

It is in the use of brick that we naturally look for

peculiarities characteristic of the style, and it is in the

attempt to approach the elaborate decoration of a stone Gothic

shurch that we find the interesting and often beautiful

moulded and glazed brickwor’ developed in thi country.

Jornicees riezes,water table: grtrleg,tympanums ov-» doors and

vindows are often richly decorated with ornament in this

material;and although there is usually a lack of depth to the

york and a consequent lack of shadow,yet the richness and

prilliancy of the colors lend an effect that is at once

striking and satisfactory. It is in the treatment of the
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*ransept gables that the architect has been most suc-

cee~™-7 in his use of this means of decoration; not only in

such examples as the Church of St.George at ¥ smar where the

soaring height of the great gable has an effect of its own

without the rich surface decoration,but in the smaller build-

ings,as in the Church of St.Catharine at Brandenburg,where

the trancent terminates in a series of small gables separated

by —~ir~cgcler in the richest green glaze and enclosing elab-

wren windows.-"Y a mosaic of moulded

brick he the avr’ at made use of the usual Gothic

motives in his work; trefoils,quatrefoiles.cir~les,creckeots,

rosettes,and the like,but he has often attempted more dirIfi-

cult work in the medallion portraits,animal figures,and even

in &amp; rv ¢~r~n statuettes and statues in the same material

sricks Indeed it is rare in these buildings to find any

deco. fon jv stone whatever, and the Gothic builder here as

vos 8l consistent in his use of the material

at hans .an¢ insteed of artonishi'neg his crities by the use of

rare and costly stones brought from a distance.rather invited

their praise by the use of the familiar and homely clay in

new and beautiful forms.

[t must not be supposed that all the interest of these

shurches depends on their peculiar decoration or in the use

rf brick..for.especially in the more important examples at
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Stralsund and Lubeck,their dimensions alone would c¢21l1 for

attention,and aside from the often arjparently carefully

studied proportions of both exterior and interior,there is a

sublimity in these towering spires and soaring vaults that

is not much greater in the famous cathedrals of other lands,

not even at Cologne where we are simply overpowered and our

criticism silenced by mere size,and nrultitude of details.

r- ««- rv good fortune to meet with and examine some

sirtr~~m or eighteen churches in the pure Baltic style,and I

can e2v from my short evnerienca that they would richly re-

ward a careful study by someone more capable and in a posi-

tion to profit by the knowledge. Even in the study of the

various works on the subject,notably in the finely illustrat-

ed books of Essenwein ®* Norddentsche Backstein" or Adler's

"Mittelalterliche Bagkstein in Preussischen Stzaaten®,the

America» architect could find much to interest him and

r~rreat lines on which he could work with profit.

S+wnleund the Marien Kirehe is perhenes the most im-

portant example in the place. Here we havr a great screen

on the west front rising in the centre as a square towcr,

changing higher up to an octagon and terminating in a cupola

with lantern and spire. The square tower is flanked at each

corner by octagonal turrets,as is also the screen itself on

the north and south sides. The screen is pierced by three
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great pointed windows,and below is a small portal enriched

by tracery and panel decorations. The plan of the church is

cruciform,with aisles,choir,ambulatory and apsidal chapelg,

and in this case the aisle is continued on the sides of the

transept. The nave,which is six bays in length,and the

tran~~~+ vhich extends for two bays beyond the crossing,are

per~r= T0300 feet in height,while the aisles are one half

thos dimensions. The choir consists of one b=v with five

sides of an octagon in the z2pse. Beyond the ambulatory are

apsidal chapels corresponding to the five sides of the apse.

The vaulting of the nave,transept and aisles is simple quadri-

partites,but at the crossing there is elaborate star vaulting

spr’nging from great piers at the four corners of the square.

The vaulting of the ambulatorv ard apsidal c¢h=nels is continu-

ous ¢*both,and is made un ~7 oomoptments supported on

ribe = "nging from the choir piers &lt;n chapel walls and

meeting in the centre. Here we have an example of what is

a common occurance among the brick churches. There are no

axternal buttresses,but they are internal and the spaces

thus enclosed are utilized as mortuary chapels. The nave

piers are octagonal in section with small circular ressants

at the angles which carry the mouldings of the nave-aisle

arenes. The piers terminate in simple folizge cz2pitals,leave

ing a plain spandril azbove,for the vault ribs rest on a group
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of slender engaged columns which in turn rest on a corbel at

the line of the triforium. The triforium is here of great

height,is treated with two pointed panels on the wall to each

bay and below has the usual balustrade. The c¢lerestory win-

dows are broad and short with pointed, I might almost say,

triangular heads,for the sides do not approach in a graceful

cur2 bnut,as is often the case in the Baltle style,in an al=-

most $s” “ight 1'1e making a sharm enecle witih the sides.a5

Thess 2a all the other windows. are divided by a great number

of pernendicular brick mullions sometimes relieved by pointed

terminations,but again running directly into the arch line of

the window. The exterior decoration consists almost entire-

ly of that peculiar pierced brick ornament characteristic

of the style. This ornament is usually made up of small

pieces so designed that they can be used with considerable

freedom 11 the makiny vm of ~~tternse. Here the clerestory

is frrnished with » fr*eze of the three lobes of a quatrefoil

in a single row; the main cornice with a double row of the

same and ercss-shaped perforations in the spaces between.

These are common patterns. not only for use in the friezes

but as belt courses between the stories of the towers and at

the base of gables.

The Nicolai Kirche at Stralsund shows many of the pecu-

liarities of its style,but it differs from the Marien Kirche
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in having two great west towers,and the west front shows

a gable relieved by three sunken panels,a great central win-

dow ~~" “--m1ly prcensned and moulded central portal. The

fomremy pre of rre~t gize,with almost an Italian

feeline © +h» manv etorie-

with fre» sterAding mullions and open tre~~ry in the pointed

~2 Ae~~"v peces~ad blank windows

heads. The north tower is unfinished,but the south is termi-

nated by &amp; doymical roof,lantern and fantastic spire somewhat

like that on the Marien Kirche. Unlike the latter church,

the clerestory walls are strengthened by flying buttresses,

simple arches of brick springing frum the aisle walls. Here

as 1n thea former case the interior buttresses enclose chapels

~ Pr owaulted and cut off from the aisles bv low screens.

Ther . - ‘menncn~nt nrojection in this case.but this fe-ture

is indicated bv 2 low projection in the aisles corresponding

to the buttress chavels, and the choir marked by a lofty wood

screen. There is the usual octagonal apse and radiating

chapels,in this case only three. Between two of thesc

chapelsisasmall apartment of very irregular shape- per-

haps the treasury- in which the ingenuity of the mason is

displeved in a very clever piece of vaulting in which the

curving axis and irregular sides of the ruom are closely

followed.



In the Jacobi Kirche we have evidentlr . 1-7 ~= notructure

and one which is apparent?v unfinished. Here als wr have a

square central tower ending in an octagonal top with flanking

turrets at the west end,but the transept is even less plainly

indicated than in the Nicolai Kirche,and the choir differs

from the nave only in the narrower aisles and absence of

buttr- * ehrpels. There is no apse,but the choir simply ends

in ¢ s-1ere termination niere-” bo windows. The clerestory,

whieh i onlv one third the tot=~ ‘ght * ~~"mer’:dby

heavy octagonal plers with simple impost mouldinss- There

is no triforium proper,but the clerestory windows are simply

carried down in blank until they meet the moulding above the

the erown of the nave-aisle arches. The smaller churches

of 4+ Johannes and Heiligegeist Cloisters show no particu-

lar”© »~w features,but are in themselves pleasing and pictur-

gsoue buildings with gardens surround~da by venerable vaulted

clojict+ —-

gt Tarr I found change, not onl in the ornament

which was richer and more varied,but in plan also, for the

Marien Kirche only shows the transept and radiating chapel

arrangement. I am inclined to think,however, that this is

not a real departure from the common design,but rather the

make-shift completion of a building that perhaps had proved

too great an undertaking for the community.

The Nicolai Kirche.with aisles and nave of equal height



and breadth,showc = central west tower,square to the height

of the masonry and terminated by a curious,slender spire.

The choir consists of two bays without aisles and a square

cast end. The nave-aisle piers are round in section with

round ressants for the principal arches and with similar

supports for the diagonal ribs of the vaulting extending down

the aiArg of the pier for a shert distance enlv and then

termin=ting in = cobel. The west tower is here the dominant

feature of the building. Like the Nicolai Kirche at Stral-

sund it is lightened by numerous tiers of windows,each tier

separated from the others by belt cources of perforated

clazed brick ornament which give a strong horizontal accent

and add much to the massive effect of the tower. The Nicolzi

kirche is the oldest of the churches in Rostock and as such is

interesting in showing the development in the brick ornament.

For *»~+ance. in the main cornice an evident—r older part

shows gimole crenellaticns made by prnjec*ing bricks,while

further on the same idea is carried out in a foil corbel

course in moulded brick. In the belt courses of the tower we

have the latest development in not only foil corbels but in

foil perforations and a rich variety of Flamed work.

The Petri Kirche shows a plan almost square,with nave

and aisles of equal height , without a transept: to the east

is a simple octagonal avse without aiesles,and to the west a

square tower terminating in a homely and very tall spire,



(433 feet) In this building we meet with the wall decoration

common in the Baltic style,more especially in the secular

ouildings: that is,the decoration of buttresses and wall

surfar~s bv the use of coursees rf richlv colored glazed brick

alternating with courses of the ordinar- ~nality. The colors

vary from a deep brown or burnt-sienna to a most brilliant

and rich green,a color that would almost compete with the

slaze on Japanese pottery. The latter color is used not only

for plain courses,but in the ornamental work and panel decora-

tions. The perforated belt courses and friezes are more

frequently in the duller brown or even in black,and do not

zontrast so pisently with the general color of the wall.

Th~ Marjen K'rche,not far from the New Market, returns

to the cruciform plan and low aisles with radiating apsidal

chapels. It is of imposing appearance ,made so,I think,by

the great height of the windows. The nave,transeptandchoir

are perhaps 100 feet in height, and the transept and choir

windows are nearly the entire height of the building. In

this church the arrangement of alternating bands of color

is used extensively in the walls,and there is a variation

from the usual color of the ordinary brick which here is

yellow. Thr ornaments of the eg2ble ~re richly moulded square

blocks in green glaze set in the well ~mprf--e

The Jacobi Kirche possesses a fine tower,strongly sug-

zestive of the "Giralda®,richly ornamented by brick laid in



patterns,pe=*-~rated and moulded belt courses,and there is a

free use of contrasting colors. These towers seldom show

large openings,but the wall surface is broken and lightened

by blank windows with all the tracery and ornament of a

genuine window-

++Wigmarthe use of glazed bas-relief ornament reaches

its climax.e~pecially in the towers and transepts of the

Marien Kirche,St.Nicholai and St.Georgen., Here we find

human figures.dragons,and elaborate ornament in low relief

used in the friezZes,belt courses.nst the springing of arches,

and even in the archivolt itself in - few cases. The church

towers show a pleasing variety and are without the fantastic

copper spires of Stralsund and Rostock. That of the Nicholai

Kirche ends in a simple gable roof with the gables facing the

north and south. The tympanum of the gable is decorated

with a net-work of diagonal lines with cireles of perforated

briek-worz at their in’ ~r-ecetions.s This work is in ordinary

brick projeeting from the well. en "rem but in the Marien

Kirche tower. which terminates in ferr ~ehlna_one on ere face,

the ornament is in the richest green and black glaze. St.

Georgen has no towers,in fact the west front was never finish-

ed,and shows the rudest construction in the roof and upper

parts as if hurriedly finished. But in the transept,of the

characteristic great height,and flanked by tall,slender tur-



rets terminating in spires, have one of the most effective

features in the entire series of buildings. Here gr-~t

rose windows,belts and panels of glazed work show almost all

of the great variety of patterns blended into a harmonious

whole,and together with the single central window of imposing

dimensions make up an architectural composition which for

grandure and ef’2ctiveness is perhaps not surpassed by any

Gothie buildins 1 Crmanye.

In Wismar too we almost reach the climax in the height

of the nave ceiling. That of St.Nicholai is 130 feet,and

although mere size is of no partieular merit ,yet tia~=2

great dimensions lend a dignity to the interiors that would

be difficult to reach,considering their simple treatment,in

any other way-

I h-—~Aly seems necessary to multiply examples of the

stv”© ~* an account would be very incomplete without more

detail~a description of the churches at Lubeck where the

style took its rise..”nd esneeially of the famous Marien-Kirehe

of that city whieh is looked on as the type after which the

most successful examples were patterned. The dimensions of

the Marien Kirche are befitting those of a typical example.

It is 335 feet in length,186 feet wide at the transept and

over 160 feet in height. The great West spires which flank

the gable are 407 feet in height. The west front is simply

treated with pointed windows and an unimportant central portal,



but the great size and consistent decoration make this facade

mor- effective than is usual in ehurches of the style. The

wes. *¢™ers are square to the top of the masonry and end here

in gabl:c- ~1 each face. Above this point rise simple square

spir~~- envered with copper,with the ar—is rising from the

ape: “ff the gable as is usual not onlv on the spires of the

Baltic churches but in those of the German Romanesque build-

ings as well. The Clere-story wall,which is unbroken by a

transept,is supported by simple flying buttresses without

pinnacles and continued around the apse. The aisles,one

half the ned and width of the nave,broaden into a transept

at tre junction with the choir,and then continue as an ambula-

torv around the apse. Beyond are radiating apsidal chapels,

that in the centre larger and more important,elmost arriving

at the dignity of a retro-choire The bb" *&gt;»~~~~8 of the

south side are eterior,but on the north they are interior

and enclose the usual chapels. The wall decorations of the

Marien Kirche are not in the usual glazed and perforated

work ,perhaps that was a later development, but are simple

panel work in the brick walls themselves. The gables of the

towere.and the bands between the tiers of windows are simply
—~ |

treated with quaterfoils,trefoils and circles. The clere-

story and aisle walls show no decoration and erd abruptly

against the projecting roof. The interior,as might be
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expected from the dimensions,is most imposing in spite of the

cold,bare,whitewashed walls,and must have presented a rich

and magnificent appearance when in its original colors.

Contrary to the many examples we have already examined,the

pirrc her ev. more complicated in seection,and show considera-

ble ~~" ~hness 7° “7&gt;» © vo-rajeular monldings.e The triforium

is protected bv » foil balnstr-~"&gt; orremented bv tall

pinnacles. Above rise the clere-story windowr.in this case

of great height. In this connection it might be well to say

that in almost all these churches the furniture,choir screen,

stalls,benches,and especially the memorial tablets are in an

extravagant Renaissanee,c¢losly bordering on and in the worst

period of the Rocoro style which sadly injures the simple and

almost severe architecture of the buildins

Ine pogee~~-  soveral other churches in the Baltie

style, closely resembling the Marien Kirche in m~~v essential

details,and quite uninteresting in themselves; the Petri

Kirche ,for example, which shows double aisles,and an inter-

esting west portal decorated with twisted columns and orna-

mented archivolt; the Aegidien Kirche where the simple

panel motives are elaborated into interlacing circles and

squareg: the Jacobi Kirche with a eurious spire and a de-

generated apse,where the east end is square and the radiating

shapels are placed in a straight line.
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It is hardly necessary to more than mention the cathedral at

Schwerin. rnildine cf impo-*=~ dimensions,and now completed

accoriing to the firet design, or the Johannes Kirche at

Luneburg,with its clumsy but pvr-'— P~ltic west tower. How-’ y

ever at Brandenburg on the Havel and on the very boundry of

the style there is an example in the St.Catharine church of

the latest development of the briek Gothic ornament. The

transepts and choir show the richest decoratione The tran=-

septs are most elaboratcly ornamented hv a series of small

gable=s.each enclosing a richlv p-rforated circular ornament

with panels below. Between the gables rise small pinnacles

in green glaze. The buttrec-~s of the nave and ehoir are

interesting in presenting a late Gothic feature,entirely in

clay,with all the elaboration of stons masonry. Here we find

the perpendicular mouldings,the erocketted pinnacles,the

canopied niches,and even the statuetts of the richest Gothie

work ,all worked out in brick work and burned clay,with the

addition of the brilliant color and rich surface of the char-

acteristic glo7ad worke

It must not be sunnc~=4 that the churches are the only

remains of this style of architecture,for all the towns we

have been mentioning containing not only numerous towers,

walls and city gates.but many private houses,which although

perhaps of later date show all the peculiarities of the style
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and an added life and variety not suitable to the more sober

design of a church. The gates especially,closing as they

always do the vista of a gabled and turreted street,are most

pictur-rcue and pleasing. The facade with numerous windows

separs’ ~~ Tv s*rong pervendicular linee; the fantastie gable

or gte~ roof ard glender spire above,and the dark,low pointed

arch below give to these towns a mediaeval air that the

churches never do. The houses of the period usually show

the gable to the street,and it is this feature that is the

most richly decorated. It is generally " stepped®; in the

common houses that is all,but the considerable height and the

numerous windows give it a noteworthv a»nearance. In the

more pretentious houses.each st~n ends in a pinnacle at its

outer corner.and this pinnacle.usw=211r ogetagonal.is carried

down the wall in a buttress-like projection ending on the

line of the moulding above the first story. The windows be-

tween these buttresses are treated singly or in groups and

almost always with Gothic detail;pointed heads,tracery,and

moulded archivolts. The first story is usually perfectly

plain or at most shows a decorated door-—--

Tv some of the towns,notablv+h»“1*2-fchuleatWismar

and 7" Rathhauses at Lubeck and Brandenburcs.we have these

same ideas carried out on 2 larger and more elaborate scale

in the public buildings. Glazed brick is freely used,



and alwe—e with ¢ffect,and the result is if anything more

satisfactory “en its use in the churches-

I&gt; masonry of these Baltic buildine~ ?s what a modern

py ~'"" ~~ ==" perhaps call bad. The bricks are large,

1 ~% and laid in from ©/4% to 1” cf coarse

mortar. The sv-*nmm of 1~wing i~ in Flemish btend.and I might

add here that in Germany alone- or r fw examples also in

Sweden- I found the "Flemish " bond. In Flanders itself

everything is in the so-called English bonds

© 3till have a few of the Baltic cities to visit: Stettin

Star-rord.and Dantzig,but 8° not expect to find very much that

in - — mt Shee sph ~ = loca peculiarities at Dantzig,

"attention will be con-

Fined to the more univer~~~ br "2diny material- stone.

Berlin,Dec.6th,1892.
Jos.A.Meyer,Jr.



111  HOLLAKD.

When the traveller shapes his route to include Holland,

i* 41 »ather with a view to enjoy,not only its natural beau-

ties,but the superb collections of art in the branch of

pair’ ~~ # ~hich the Dutch attained such supreme excellence;

and ©" a ~~7Aam that : dirvynot C0 47 om 4hapong the lowlands

for the purnoea nf geein- = Team eek crewing of grcehi-

tectural art mioht : "at ther» as a pr~~f ~~ +="0» ~-="y- in

that direction. In fact,there is a wide snrr~c~"~"%on that

there is no architecture in Holland,and na l~e= an authority

than Jemes Fergusson dismisses the subject of their ecclesias-

tical architecture with the epithet " mer= warehouses of wor-

shin" -~+ in the short and hurried trip that 7 recently made

thr-—- 1. ecountrwr = fzcund roeh of int ~~ st even in these

Rar Masses =W ~ "dy anes ope 7 fT mge “hs stamp of an

original gontoe whose Iinfln=» * #©~lt even today in the

latest work of the Netherlands av (Cermany-

In Lieven de Key,a mason architect of Haarlem,who flour-

ished during the latter part of the 16th and beginning of the

17th centuries, we see an original genius who was able by

his o*n talent to not only benefit by the flood of the Ren-

g*c~-° 47 =~+ +-- agweeping over the country,but to preserve

“ t?a; in his wo that rendered il:- later Gothicthe

secular work so plessing and appropriate to the country.
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Beyond his own inimitable work in the Vleeschhalle and

Neighhouse nr! Haarlem,or the Stadhuis at Leyden,it is to the

influenr~ 0 “&lt;a rich f~~~v thet v- nwa +ha charming old

Leibnitz House at Hanover, the RRt tant rep House ~* Hameln,

the old dwellings on the Markt at Bremen,and scores of others

as well as the best work that is now being done in Western

Germany and his own country. Hendrik de Keyser and Pieter

Post are two other names connected with the architecture of

this same time,and are not unknown in the province of paint-

ing also, for almost all of these architects were also either

pg.intere ovr seulrtors.or bothe

Ther are few remains of thc Romanesque period in Hol-

land,and in my visit to a dozen or more towns met with only

a few buildings in that style. At Nymegen on a promontory

projecting into the Rhine,there is a relic of the once impor-

tant palace of Charlemagne: the avse of the palace chapel

semicircular in plan and divided into two storiesbyawater

table at half its height. The upper story is pierced by five

¥indc'- on” the whole crowned Mr i corhel friere sumported at

int» -=1: br the char: ~~ ist ee cubical e~nped ronnd column.

Near this scanty remnent of the great palace stands eamzall

baptistry dating from the 8th century,and restored in the

12th. It consists of an octagonal cleve-story supported

yy heavy piers and surrounded by a sixteen sided aisle. There



is a projecting porch of two stories on the west side showing

the usual round arch openings. At Utrecht the church of St.

Jans posesses a Romanesque nave and aisles,but with a Gothic

choir and curious Renaissance facade:!it has but little of

the earlier style-in its general effect. ¥inally at Maas-

tricht.although within the borders of Holland really a German

ei “1 the church of St.Servatius (Hoofdkerk) the oldest in

the envnt~v we have &amp; purely Romane«cue building in the

mas~*r~n wrat front,and the semicircular apse with its loggia

arcade under the roof and square flanking towers follows

closely the churches of the period on the Rhine. In the

same town is the Lieve Vrouwekerke of the llth Century

which shows many parts still remaining built in the Roman-

esque style,and a restoration is in progress that will no

doubt restore to the building its o0ld character so mueh injur-

ed by alterations since its foundation.

Then we come to consider the Gothic work in Holland we

find examples in every town and city,many of them imposing in

size and several of merit. Like the brick churches of the

Baltic provinces,their exteriors are usually plain even to

ugliness,although there are exceptions to this,but their in-

teriors are almost universally imposing and effective. In

the great cathedral of St.Jans at 'S Hertogenbosch,Holland

posesses a building that will compare favorably with anything
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in Germany. Unfortunately “he west front and the lower part

of the great west tower are built in the late Romanesque

style of the 11th century,and are entirely out of keeping

with the rest of the building. The church is built on a

cruciform plan with double aisles,a great dome at the cross-

ing,and an apse which is bounded by seven sides of a dodeca=

gon,with rediating chapels. The exterior is in the richest

Gothie- Fr-» m-oprt 3c eov-—-71 w'th intricate and beautiful

tracery: the buttr~~~~- end in pinnacles and ere decorated

on their faces by niches carrying statues. Both aisle and

zleve-story windows are protected by canopies, and the aisle

and nave walls terminate in pierced stone balustrades. The

window tracery is everywhere of beautiful design,but the

work reaches its climax in the great window and elaborate

portal of the north transept,where the entire building is a

maze of the richest sculpture. The interior also is richly

deeorated,but the color is a little cold. The nave is of

creat height which is perhaps 3 1/2 times its width. The

double aisles are of the same height and about 1/2 the height

and width of the nave. The c¢leve-story walls are supported

by piers which have no caps nor impost of any kind,but the

ribs of the vaulting and mouldings of the arches are carried

jown to the floor. This arrangement gives a most curious

sffect of indefinite height to the intewior.pleasing or not
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it is difficult to say,and must be classed with such optical

trieks as the tapering nave of St.Marie Potiers. The cathe-

dral at 'S Bosch is perhaps the richest Gothic building in

Holland,but there is no lack of important buildings in the

same style. The great cathedral of St.Martin at Utrecht

suggests in the fragment of choir and west tower,the nave was

destrovrd by a tornado in the 17th centurv what it once was,

The Oude Kerk at Amsterdam nearly 300 feet in length! the

St .Baron at Haarlem: St.Peter's at Leyden: St.James at The

Fague: the Nieuwe Kerk at Delft: St.Lawrence at Rotterdam:

and finally the Groote Kerk at Dordrecht,a most effeetive

and imposing interior,are all buildings of the first class,

at least in size,and form a most instructive series in the

study of this side of Gothic development.

In these buildings we can nleinly see the influence of

the French Gothic ehurehes in the proportion of the aisles

to the nave,the ambulatory and radiating apsidal chapels,

but the towers,whether at the west front or over the crossing,

as is frequently the case,are of that peeuliar design seen

311 over Holland .,not only on the churches but on the Stad-

huises as well, They are usually oetagonal and rise in

many stories each smaller in diameter than the one below.Near

the sumit there is usually a bulbous dome or cupola with an

open lantern,and the whole almost invariably ends in an open



crown approaching a bulb in form .This latter feature is soa

common that it is one of the features that makes us recognize

a town as Dutch and has a peculiar,fantastic effect, especially

as it is usually made of copper and takes on a rich green

color in the drmp salt air of the country.

“7 interiors are usually plain and the nave aisle piers

nea’ ~~ ¢ircular in section with simple f:.liemne caps.

The To perhmm alvwave intended Trv c+ ~  taulting,

but “ &amp; numher of ¢arcee St.Bavo at Haarlem and Orde Kerk,

Amsterdam,forexample,thenave is covered with wooden imita-

tion vaulting.

In the Renaissance architecture of Holland we find a native

good taste displayed and a combining of the old forms with

the n-=lv acquired details of decorction that has resulted in

a .° ~ peculiarly pleasing. The old Gothic Step-gable

hover continued to hold its place as the leading motive in

pul*1+ (nn? orivate houses with a rore refi:©treatment of

the m~1Aingg and decoration around the doors and windows.

The Penaf, nae reached Holland in the 16th century,and it

is in the latter part of that century that the famous group

of architects Liever de Key,Hendrik de Keycer,Pieter Post,

and others,contemporanes of the great painters lals and Rem-

brandt, lived and worked. These men seemed to have haa

little to do with church architecture.,although we have a
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charming example of de Key in the tower of the church of St.

Anna at Haarlem,but are seen at their best in the town halls

and other municipal buildings that the independent Dutch

republicans were fond of building. Perhaps of all these, the

old Vleeschhal or meat market of Haarlem,erected by deKey

in 1602 3.,is the most picturesque and captivating. It com-

bines ’1 the peculiarities of its author in a most carefully

studi~d4 ~nd haopily marked out composition. The peculiari-

ties ~T the master are shown here in the tall stepped gable

divided into unequal parts by strong moulded horizonta.

courses. The artistically grouped windows are strengthened

at the sides by stone quoins and at places are crowned by

the radiating voussoirs of a flat arch. Below is the Pran=-

cipal entrance,round arched accented by a slight projection

defired by projecting courses of stone alternating with the

brick of the wall. The steps of the gable are protected

by a projecting coping of stone and occasionally are swurmounte

ed by a small ornamented obelisk. In the apex of the gable

and set in the wall of the first story are stone bas-relief

decorations representing the arms of the town and the purposs

of the building. The side of the building is low,only one

story in height,and shows elaborate dormers in the style of

the principal gable. Taken as a whole,it is to be doubted

if there is a more strikingly picturesque building in all

Europe,and it triumphantly refuts the idea that classical



forms and feeling are necessarily cold and uninteresting. We

find the same taste and sk’ l exhibited bv this master's work

in the Weigh Houge et Haarlem and the facade of tas Le-rden

Stadhuts.both executed in stone which although composed in a

more quiet manner show a wealth of fancy combined with the

purest classical forms. The Stadhuis at Delft gives us some

idea of the manner of De Keysee,who worked in a much more con-

ventional style than de Key,but shows great skill in his

mane sement of the orders and a rich imagination in the design

of ¢ *r~il. The Stadhuis at The Hague,built just before the

cer~~r of these men,is most interesting in showing the germs

of “ve ideas thev worked up so succer~fully,and is in itself

a most attractive building. Several other town halls

erected later in the 17th Century,for example that at Amster-

dam, now the royal palace,and the smaller one at Maastricht

show much less talent for attractive composition,and while

well proportioned and dignified are plain almost to the

point of dulness.

In the late Renaissance, Holland did not reach the ex-

tr ~ance that wr nv cticed in Germanv.and even wr--" we

find the great seroll gebles,garlands and twisted and contort-

ed cherubs that characterize the ornament of the 18th century,

it is almost always handled with better taste and consequent-

ly less offensively.
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Of this period are many of the private houses of Amster-

jam, in fact they give to the eity its quaint and very Dutch

appearances. There is almost an infinite variety of gables

cach treated in a variation of the step motive. In the

smaller citie~ #4 towns there are still remaining many of

the older houser ee=nrciallv in Dordrecht w-»- +&gt;-v range

through the 16th,17th, and 18th centuries,an’” +» c¢ueint

picturesqueness of the cerooked canals lined with these time-

colored houses must be a feast for the artist in search of

subjects.

The material is almost universally brick,although stone

is often used for ornament ;for example, the churches almost

2ll show apvrlied tracery and other ornament in stone on the

brick —1lls. and buildings entirelv of stone are not uncommon,

but brick iz the material of the countrv- Thev are usually

made of river mud,l believe,and have a rich deep color bor-

dering on a purple: the roofing tile is almost gray, they are

of large size, about 11 x 6 x 2 1/2, and are usually careful-

ly laid,English bond, in thin beds of mortar carefully point-

N

At the present time in the cities where the more impor-

tant works are being erected,there is a tendency to return to

the early Renaissance where the national characteristics are

strongly brought out,and with almost universal successes
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In the many new business houses of Amsterdam.the new Riks

musn~r ct weed flees Ape-T “fon of the same eity,we

can —- "Influenceofthequaint little meat market of

Haarlem in spite of the rich faience decoration and imposing

dimensions of the newer buildings,and must we say that after

we become accustomed to the greater os*~ntation of the 19th

century, that the palm of artistic ezcellence still belongs

to 7» master mason who knew how to urs sv" ““one presented

by t?» wer of past centuries.andd3f~-°~~~butproduceda

A aa

work that was truly his own and of ht- »

Jos.A.Meyer,Jdr.

Moscow,Jan.lst, 1893.
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Vienna,Jan.16th,1893.

Dear Professor,

Your letter has just reached me: to say

that I was shocked to hear of Prof.Letang's death would only

partly express my feelings,for I well realize what we have

lost, for with all his peculiarities Prof .Letang certainly

vas a man with a genius for teaching design,and then he was

heart and soul in the Institute. I am afraid it will be

hard to fully replace him even if we do get a man of talent

and energy. In a personal way I shall miss him when I come

back for I had looked forward to interesting discussions

vith him on points that I have noticed in work that approaches

sur school design more nearly than buildings in America.

[ feel that I was a little careless in not giving you my

permanent address,but thought I had written to Prof. Tyler

saving that it would be the London address- care of American

Express Co,,_ 35 Milk st., London,E.C. ,kut may be mistaken

I have had a bad time with my mail, for hardly any of it has

reached me.but I hope I have it arranged all right now. If

you can I should like very much to have you write to me to

the above address,for I expect to be in London sometime in

Februaryv.

The intimation that the Scholarship has been continued

for me was 2 very pleasant surprise, for I had hardly hoped

i+ would be continued when I was on &amp;a "1eave of absence".
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It will place me in a position to do some extra work,for by

close management I am now inside of my calculated amount and

one of the expensive towns finished.

I had a fearful time in Russia,the thermometer never

reached zero and was nearly all the time- one month- between

20 and 40 below. I froze both my ears and a little of my

nose in Moscow. But it was a surpassingly interesting trip:

I certainly was out of the Western world for =a short time,and

although I cannot say I picked up anything of practical value

in our own work, I did see a country that is in its "mediaeval

Age" now. The Church is the powerful factor in everything.

I saw monasteries in the height of their prosperity,pilgrims

as plenty as ever we read about,and a lavish wealth in the

churches that I never dreamed of: Architecturally it was

the imposing groups rather than separate buildings, and I am

sure that my recollection of the Kremlin will not suffer when

I have seen the Alhambra,the Capitol Hill and the Acropolis.

At Warsaw and Cracow,by the way,I was extravagant,hired the

vhole outfit and saw the great salt mines of Wielicjka as the

only visitor- five guides- red and white fire,rockets and

all the performance- the weather moderated to 10 above zero,

but at Budapest it fell again,and tonight here in Vienna it
oO

is 13 below again with a wind.

[ have fairly revelled in picture galleries,and feel

r ~



 A,
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quite familiar not only with the great men: Rembrandt ,Rubens,

Van Dyck ,Titian,Corregio,and Raphael,but have placed Frans

Hals in the first rank of my favorites,and can appreciate

duttion Maliye
well Durer,Quentin Moseys,Holbein,and Cranach. Then Ruys-

dael has become a supreme favorite,and I have enjoyed Dou,

Jan Steen and Wouverman in the great number of their works

that are here in the north-east. The Hermitage was all

that T expected and much more,and the splendid new gallery

here in Vienna, where all the scatered collections of the

Belvedere &amp;c. are brought under one roof.there is. study for

weeks if one had them at disposal.

In regard to the scholarship money if the treasurer will

kindly hold it for a short time I will arrange so that it can

be sent to my bankers in Austria and then there will be no

delay in regard to the returning of the receipts.

Nith my best regards, I am,

Sincerely yours.

Jos.A.Meyer, Jr.
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London,March 30th, 1893.

Dear Professor;

nclosed you will find a little

about Belgium,enough to let you know that I haves been there.

[ al=o hrva something ~+ 4-0 aw [oe

will ~~~ TTA Tr os on I a= Sealer in Paris. He

tol” ~~ ~% wom» paw weofe--~w fa dAggign, I hope you have

Fours” “4m rm «237 ota nem yp to his reputation. I 2lso saw

Per’*ne who was just about to take the examinations. All the

rest of the Tech boys were well,and much pleased with the

Beaux-Arts. By the wav. TI wee fortunate *n seeing two exhibi-

tion~ there- r~~ “~mmwetition in elay, another a competition

for “™n~ first eles: here T ~~ - “= =~" of 5ll the best men.

Seel~ 0 Fates eee"Y hip dr-wing was "on the wall

th® 7 fm wriad 2% mone 4Tiat 0 So ap~wling up to the head of

thie Yina Thrw~ ig not mue™ drmbt but that he will receive

thie dinloma of the school before he leaves.

I have seen a large number of schools,but will not make

any remarks at present: all T &lt;hall eay is that I have learned

a great dr~1l - neeatively. 7 7 may ue~ the word.

~~w~ bren in London for some weeks me" - ~~ wing for

the summer.~~ 2rey 7 Tow Aave for Frenece -~-ir. T have

my route well ou’’ine” for Nopmar&lt;-—- "—*+tany,Southern France,

pain and Portwngal. The architectural people have been
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very kind to me. Mr.Spiers gave me notes to several people,

and I was given a loan ticket for the R.I.B.A. library. As

to the weather,I never had such an experience. Ever since I

lef Munich last February it has been warm, spring-like, and

dry. Here the leaves are coming out even on the elms.

I hel a letter from the Bursar enclosing a draft- the

first =~ meant on the fellowship. I don't know who I have to

thank for the continuance of the appointment .but imagine that

Prof .Chandler did not onncse it very strongly at any rate.

At the present time the amount I receive is worth four times

what it would be to me at home,and I can assure you that I

shall try to use it to the very best advantage. I hope for

only one thing more,that is that sometime in the future

may ba rhle to repay the liberality of the Institute in a small

1

way a. "rv rate.

Please give my best regards to Mr.Homer and Mr .Lawrence,

Miss Hunt,and Shedd,orany other friends who may inquire.

Sincerely yours.

Jos.A.Meyer,Jdr.



BELGIUM. a J

Contrary to the case of my former reports,on Scandinavia,

Baltie Provinces of Germany,and Holland, I need offer no ex-

planations whv &amp;n architectural student should visit Belgium.

For although the countirv is said to be a "mere province of

France" in building arte. when we consider that most of her

monuments date from the Gothic period or earlier years of the

Renaissance such an intimation should tend rather to increase

than diminish the interest in Belgian architecture. The only

question that may arise is, in what particular class of

buildings did the Belgians excel,and where are these buildings

to be found. This question is easily answered,for the Town

Halls of Belgium are famous,and,scarccly in a second placs,

the ma+ Bodlryn, As a Je ve rr- gssent to the state-

ment that Belgium has followed France when we examine the

Gothie buildings.for we find but fw giff~~»~neces in plan or

detail,but the Re-~“‘ceance work I think should be placed with

that developed in the Lowlands,which it resembles in many

respects .

 wv tour began in Antwerp and extended through Malines,

Ghent ~mres,Ypres,Courtrai,Tournai,Brussells,Louvain,and

Liere “rh included nearly all the buildings of ncte,ale

thou oo + ~ama c*wanca gversight I neglected to visit Oude-

nardes and its beautiful town hall until it was too late ta



retrace my steps. We meet with but 1littiz Romanesque archi-

tecture in Belgium, whv it is a little har" °° =~v “7 only

a few miles further east.when we re=ch '  ~ andtT»-Nhe

Cologne the most striking architecture of the country is in

that style. Of the few examples we meet,by far the most

important and interesting is the beautiful Cathedral of Notre

Dame -* Tournai. Here the nave and transepts are Romanesque,

the 1 “er built on Cologr~ models,while the lofty choir,107

feet- 38 in Gothic. Tha wac~ frr-de,origin~""- Romanesque,was

chan~c1somewhat by the additsinon of a pointed arcade along

the lower part which serves as a perch,but the gable of the

nave flanked by round conical roofed turrets ani embellished

with an open arcade along the ramp still retains the romanes-

que feeling but with a refinement that calls to mind the

churches of Northern Italy. Over the crossing rise five

niece squar~ tower over the vault covered by an octago-

nal © ~~? sunnor*~~ &amp; °° 7 =r corners br t~ll square towers

ending in Foc Sean MC. Pagture 7 7 br ".0%ng was inter

esting on sceount ov it~ similar ta the An-“op nf Potter &amp;

Robertson fur the New York Catliedral Tiere can be no doubt that

the grouping of so many towers at the central point of the

pbuilding has an imposing effeet,but it is a question whether,



if the great central tower,present in this building,were left

out ,the result would not be unsatisfactory and the corner

spires appear too far apart. In this case,however,the effect

is very good and the imposing group,whether seen closing the

sista of a narrow street or from the other side of the river,

crossing the old city,is the most striking feature of the pl

place. The interior is marred somewhat by the lack of unity,

srought about by the abrupt change from the severe Romanesque

of the nave and transepts,to the light and rich choir,built

in pure Gothic. The nave and transepts show four horizontal

divisions: the great arches of the nave-aisle:! a gallery

story lighted at the back by round-arch windows;the triforium-

two round arches to each bay- and finally a tall clerestory.

The transepts show semi-circular terminations,and the excel-

lent proportioning of the parts,with the noble domical ter-

mination, aid in making this the most beautiful part of the

building. I met with a few other Romanesque buildings- for

sxample, the churches of St.Bartholemv.St.Jacaues.and St .Paul

at Liege! the church of St. Nicholas at Ghent- with a noble

facade- and the Staple House, headquarters for a Guild. of

the same city; but none of them were of the importance or in-

rerest of the Tournai Cathedral.

Then we come to consider the Gothic period,we find in it

- ea colden era of Belgian architecture. Not only at that

oy
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time were the most important of the churches rn ¢~*“hedrals

srected and the characteristic city belfreys,but it is in

this style that we find all or nearly all of those beautiful

town halls that are the boast of the country. Here of all

places in Eurove,the idea that Gothie is a style suited only

to rrlr~tagt?-~" +1ildings has been completely refuted,and we

see *n fhe rmuniein~~’ hells of TLouvein ~~ 7+----7- buildings

as beautiful and es well suited to their pnrmnreq as the cathe-

drals of France are to theirs. For the old Belgian builders

erected town halls in the style of the cathedrals,and did not

attempt to build a cathedral and adapt it to town hall uses .

The result has been that both church and hall are independent,

not rivals,each beautiful in fits own way,consistently planned

end suited tn its purpose. The r--uliarities of the Gothic

churches of Rrlgium ara,  h~vn gta + he traced mostly

to the wor) of no similar cle~- in Fwance,bui =~ can without

difficulty recognize features belonging to the Rhenish Roman-

esque. Such are,for example,the great central towers over

the crossing as seen in St.Jacques of Ghent, St.Pierre of

Louvaing, and the Cathedral of Antwerp, and the tendency tc

the use of round turrets. Perhaps not much stress can be

laid on thers ~-~~mblanr-= howe~r since thr are,in a way

at Jle~et_. the comme "=~7"~=&gt; from «i. Romanesque work.

A peculiarity which is more native is the appearance of the

4 \
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single west tower at St.Jean,Malines;the Cathedral at Bruges,

the C~’Miedral © 7% Martir,Yores;St.Mart*~_Courtr-":St.Jacqgues

Louvaipr: and several churches at Liege. But tle double west

tower is not entirely wanting for we meet them in St.Jacques

at Ghent: in the Cathedral of St.Gudule,Brussels;and in the

most important ecclesiastical building in the kingdom, the

Cathedral at Antwerp. In plan these churches follow the

usual nave-aisle system,with red: “tins avsidal chapels in

most e~ces,although th- ~~ = ~~~" “nana to this latter fea-

ture in the churcher~ of Vores. The Cathedr-* - Brusr-ls,

which shows onlv r ladv chapel,- St.Paul': and £+ "artin's zat

Liege. The Cathedral at Antwerp is peculiar- and in this

I believe the only example in Europe- in having a nave and

six aisles,but from appearances, I have not looked up the

nistorv of the matter,there were originally four aisles,the

inner subdivided into two more at a later period.The aisles

in almost all cases are one half the width and height of the

nave,and often show chapels built between the buttre~sece.

I'he apse is in most cares made up of tive or seven sides of a

dodecagon,although examples are not wanting in whieh it is

five sides of an octagon,or even in one case that I noted,

St «Jacques, Antwerp,of four sides of a hexagon,a peculiar ar-

rangement that brings a pier in the axis,and gives a disagreea

ble shape to the exterior. In all cases,where there are ap-

sidal chapels,tle aisle is carried around the choir as an
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ambulatory. As in most of the Gothic churches of the Nether-

lands 2n4 Germany,the choir sereens. wrad rnwr-~ Te-am ang

other frr—-"~hingn 2re in the Renaiscance of the 17th and 18th

centuries,more notable for gorgeous gilding and colored

marbles than for good taste. A noticable feature in Belgian

churches is the rich tracery used not only in the windows but

as © crreen before the triforium and ~~ decoration to blank

walls This in part makes up for the lack of sculptured orna-

ment ,Althonsh the latter is not entirel— ===*“ne.

N-&lt; ~~ imporinm than the Cathedrals in (comparative)

sie or decoration are the municipal halls- I use that term

to cover Hotels dr Ville,Guild Halls and Warehouses- And I

might add that they are even more interesting to the student

owing to their novelty and excellent design. Of the Town

Halls, three stand preeminent and are close rivals for the

first ranks Brussels Oudenarde,. and Louvain. For my own part,

arn snelirned tv favor Brugsels,nerhem~ jt ie ~ »*1v on ac=-

gount « © °° == ®=yorable location cn . sm surrounded

by te most charmins old mediaeval Guild Houses. But in itself

the well proportioned stories.,rich ornamentation, supporting

corner turrets and a great culminating central tower,a beauti-

ful structure in itself,gotomake up a satisfactory and

artistic design. Louvain is of a similar design but with

much richer ornamentation and without the central tower In

(6)



Brussels it rises from the side of the building,which faces

the square). Here the ends are treated wm “" gables,rich-

ly sculptured,flanked and crowned by thrre grr~t octagonal,

open-work turrets each. Oudenarde,which IT unfortunately did

not see,resembles these in general design,is provided with a

central tower and is rich in sculptured work « In most re-

speets it seems to be quite the equal of Louvain if not of any

in Belgium. Of less interest than the foregoing,but rich

and imposing buildings,are the older parts of the Town Hall

at Ghent- which rivals anv in si=~ end richness of its sculp-

tured work: that at Bruges,smaller but of excellent design,

and that at Courtrai,all in fully develeved Gothic. Pre-

sminent among the so-called Halls or warehouses stands the

famous Cloth Hall at Ypres, in some respects,to me at least-

the most interesting building in Belgium. The facade which

faces the principal square of the town,is 460 feet long,ren-

dered ti» mc» irmprersiv~ bv the simnle design- two stories

of »nint- i“rehes runnir- the entire length without any essen-

tial ir" "rrntions At the corners rice tal: oct~rcn turrets

surmounted by spires, while over the centre rises the great

Belfry,one of the largest in Belgium. The building encloses

two courts,and is made up,on the ground floor,of great halls,

formerly,as the name implies,used by the merchants of Flan-

ders for the storage of the waresfor which the country was

[ =~
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famous .Taken as a historical example of this class of build-

ings,for its instructive design or merely as a bit of color-

for T never saw such a display of lovely greys 2° are seen

in the old slate roof- it is a building that should by no

means be missed bv a visitor to the Lowlands. Finallv the

Goth+*~ Rnlfreys that rien in nesrlv every town of importance.

These Are pre-eminently a Relgian institution, important not

only in the history of their architecture,but of their private

life as well, Bells are an institution that plays an impor-

tant part in the daily life of the people- as every visitor

will remark who has spent any time in the country- and form-

erly it was the great (ity bell that sounded the alarum

*hr~aten~d. Through this,the Bel-

“mortant br?lfirece and the centre

of *"~ “+= life. Thos~ e+ill standing ~r~ 0° *+wn clas~-5:

tho~~ standing alone and those rising from some municipal

buildings, Of the former we might mention the Belfries of

Ghent or Tournai: of the latter that at Brussels which rises

from the Hotel de Ville;Courtraithelenstinterestingof all;

Yprrs.as before mentioned, connected with the cloth Hall; or

the famous Belfrev of Bruges which forms the crowning feature

of the Halles or cloth warehousess The Ge~ions of these

structures are various: usually they rest on a squarr base,

yhich changes to an octagon surrounded by turrets.and termi=-

[



nating in &amp;« spire. The tower at Brussels is “he most grace-

ful rising as an open-work spire to a great height! that at

Ypres,the most massive,and taken as a whole,perhaps the best

of all; but the famous Belfrey of Bruges although picturesque

and pleasing in itself,so completely crushes the building

over whieh it rises that the effect is anything but satisfaec-

tory from the square on which it st-=°-

An peacount of the Gothie of Belgium weuld not be complete

without some reference to the private houses of the time,but

as they are so completely eclipsed by the charming Renaissance

compositions that followed,no more than a passing notice is

necessary -

™~ prineipal Renaissance buildings of Belgium are to be

found in the Town Halls of Antwerp,the newer parts of that at

Ghent .and in such of lesser importance as the maison de 1'

Ancien Greffe at Bruges. the Salm Inn and maison du Diable

at Malines,' and the fine Guild houses at Brussels and Antwerp,

The Town Halls do not show anything strikingly originzl,for

they are of the usual superimposed-order. design,for the most

part well proportioned and dignifiied,but somewhat cold and

lacking in interest when placed so close to the rich and

pieturesque Gothic work of the same cities. But the Guild

Houses eannot be said to lack in either design or interest.

Nearly all are narrow and high- in this respect following
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their Gothie predecessors,and often are merely Gothic houses

with Renaissance detail. Notable are the Halls of the Archers

the Coopers,Tailors and Carpenters at Antwerp; the houses on

the Quai au Jel at Malines- charming in detail,both wood

and stone, and above all the houses that surround ithe Grande

Place at Brussels, where the Town Hall occupies one side;the

Guild of the Butchers,Hotel des Brasseurs,Hall of the Archers,

Hall of the Skippers, of the Carpentere.Bakers and Tailors.

All these are in excellent prefc~rvation.and there has been a

general movement of late to restore to them their original

colors and gilding- a somewhat barbarous destruction of the

ancient appearance they formerly had,but nevertheless a

restoration of the original design and effect when in their

prime. Of the smaller private houses, I can only say a

word.end that is that they make up perhaps the spice of a trip

threvel the low eountriees:more especizal’v in Malines,Bruges,

Ghent .Louvain,and above all in Yonres we continuallv run

across the most charming details and picturesque designs, that

aye a surprise and a delight

I should like to say more about the modern work of the

countrys The tendency is naturally all French,esvecially

where the most important work is being done,in "little Paris"

Brussels,in other words. Of late a number of important

buildings have been ereeted,notably the Exchange a rich

(10)



building in French Renaissance,overloaded perhaps w':h decora-

tive and useless pediments.: “-nenlar and round.and the famous

Palri'de Justice which occupies the most concvicuous location

in th ptt. On first sight.the visitor is completely over-

awed by the termendous size and noble pyramidal effect- the

designer is said to have been guided by study of the Indian

temples- but on closer acquaintance the student cannot fail

to be impressed by the coarse end in many places unsuitable

details that destroy much of 24 fru.

Jer tT

London,March 21,103.
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Evreux,April 27th,1893.

Dear Professor:

[ enclose with this something about Germany-

very rambling and I do not doubt open to a good deal of

criticism,for in reading it over I already see statements that

are not correct,but leave it as I wrote it- partly in London.

I shall only ask that it does not go "outside of the family"

as in fact none of these so-called reports should,for even

after seeing buildings,without a little more careful thought

on the subject, am very likely to display my ignorance on

architecture. I have been in London for a short time.and

for the past few weeks have had a delightful time in Normandy

and Brittany. ‘Mont St.Michel goes down by the side of the

“remlin for a picturesque group. The weather has been perfect.

"or two months it has been delightful cool spring weather.

Please give my regards to Yr .Fomer, lawrence snd the rest ofg

the "corps®,and hand the enclosed ticket to Shedd with my

compliments.

Sincerely yours,

Jos .A. Meyer, Jr
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V- Germany,

The Rhine,Bavaria,Saxony. and Prussia,and Austria.

From the earliest times to the present day the Rhine has

playedaprominent part in the national life of the German

people .Navigable almost from the border lands of Roman culture,

it was the first great highway through which civilization with

its attendant arts entered the country and took its firmest

root. When the rest of the country was over-run by barbarian

hordes and southern civilization apparently blotted out,it was

in the old art centres of Treves and Cologne that the germ of

culture was preserved and from which again grew the eciviliza-

tion that finally conquered the conquerors and made of them

the nation that today stands in the vanguard of progress and

culture. It is here then that we naturally look for the oldest

and best fruits of German effort,and we are not disappointed,

for it is in the Romanesque churches of the Rhine-land that

we find the best of that peculiarly German architecture as

well as the most ambitious efforts in the Gothie importation

that followed and took its place. It was these considera-

trions.as well as some others of convenience, that led me to

first examine the monuments on the banks of the Rhine as far

as the eity of Speyer, then to turn to the east and visit

such centres as Wurzburg, Nuremberg, Bamberg, and the towns of

lower Saxony. then the district of the Harz Mountains,the



charmingly picturesque towns of Brunswick,finally to enter

the region of brick architecture again at Brandenberg,Berlin,

Stettin and Stargard to leave the country on the east by Dant-

zig and Konigsberg,in all sixty cities and towns,which I ex-

plored more or less thoroughly,and in which I always found

something of interest.

In considering the architecture of Germany we must take

a step backward before treating of the Romanesque period,for

especially in the city of Treves we meet with numerous large

remains of Roman art unequalled in importance north of the

Alps. Chief among these remains is the Basilica at Treves,

an excellent example of that class of buildings in perfect

preservation.and now used as a Lutheran church. It is built

of brick,and shows all the peculiarities of Roman construction,

The bricks are square about 12 inches on each side and 1 1/2

inches thick. They are laid in beds of a coarse mortar,an

inch or more in thickness. The arches over openings are

usually formed of two concentric rings of brick laid as vous-

soirs,while around the outer row is a single line of brick

laid flat. Parts of the Cathedral are also of Roman work:

here bands of red sandstone about 18 inches thick alternating

with bands of brick two courses wide. The old Imperial Pal-

ace,built in this latter method of construction,is imposing

in size and the massiveness of its construction.and at some

14
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places still shows two stories in height. Other Roman re-

mains at Treves are an Amphitheatre and extensive Baths, re-

cently discovered. But by far the most interesting relic of

this period is the so-called Porta Nigra,evidently intended

for a city gate. It is still in perfect preservation and

since it has been cleared of later additions,presents a strik-

ing and imposing appearance. It consists of a double,arched

gateway over which rise two stories of windows separated by

engaged columns. On each side are semicircular projections

which evidently were to have been carried up as towers,for on

one side the building is four stories in height. The gate is

double,that is the front and back enclose a court ,which is

finishedinthestyle of the exterior. The whole is executed

in sandstone,and was never completed,forthecolumns are only

finished at the top and bottom leaving the middle blocks in

the rough to be finished when the structure was completed,as

was usual with Roman and Greek buildings. At the hamlet of

Igel,about five miles from Treves, in a filthy stable yard a

few paces from the high-road, stands the famous Secundini

monument,abeautiful structure 75 feet in height and more than

16 feet wide at the base. The monument consists of a masive

base bearing a plinth,over this rises a square shaft ornament-

ed at the corners by pilasters which in turn carry a classical

entablature. Over this rises an attie with a pediment on

cach face,and over all a curved spire-like roof terminated in
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masks and a globe bearing an eagle with outstretched wings. The

monument is built of red standstone and is completely covered

with sculptured reliefs representing the mythology of the

Romans, signs of the zodiac, scenes from domestie life and the

like. all in remarkable preservation considering the material.

The structure is supposed to date from the 2nd century after

Christ ,and was erected as a family memorial on what was per-

haps the street of tombs of the provineial cavital.

In considering a mass of material such as the architecture

of Germany affords, it will be necessary in a short report like

this to mention only a very few examples of each style. Those

that first come to mind,not necessarily the best and most

interesting of their class. In regard to order we will first

look at the Romanesque period,then the Gothic,followed by the

Renaissance, and finally give a glance at the work being done

at the present time.

Germany of all the countries of Europe,perhaps, shows most

examples,wider spread, of the Romanesque style. In almost

every city and town- almost every village,in fact- we find

churches built purely in that style,or showing distinet traces

of such work change@ at a later period. The earliest exam-
: \

ples we meet with are certainly the Cathedral of Treves and

the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle. The former was originally

a Roman basilica,and changed about the 5th century to a
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christian church. Later,after the chureh had been repeatedly

injured by Pranks and Normans,additions were built to the

west and east.and semicircular apses erected at both ends.

As the western apse was erected in the first half of the llth

century it is one of the first,if not the first,examples of

the double apse church afterwards a characteristic German

Romanesque work. The interior is simple to rudeness,but

imposing in the extreme,owing to the great size of the vaulted

compartments-50 feet square- and the noble arches which sepa-

rate them. Both east and west choirs are raised to a con-

siderable height above the level of the nave and separated

from it by wrought iron screens. The transept ,of the same

¥idth as the nave, does not projeet beyond the line of the

aisles. Both apses are semicircular,and behind the eastern

rises the Treasury,a circular building of the 17th century.

Here as in nearly all cases we nave the four towers rising

from the angles made by the body of the church and the narrow-

er apses, although the great crossing domes,always present

later, do not appear here. More ancient still. A.D. 796-

B804~, but not so important in the history of German Romanesque

since it is hardly more than a copy of St.Vitale in Revenna,

and did not influence later buildings to any great extent,is

the Octagon of Charlemagne,thenucleusand present nave of

he Cathedral of Aix-la Chavelle. This interesting building
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consists of an octagon resting on massive piers,surrounded by

a sixteen-sided aisle,simply but ingeniously vaulted. The

piers on whieh the octagon wall rests are not true piers,but

rather a fragment of the wall showing a reentrant angle on

the inside and two pilaster-like projections on the outside

to carry the transverse arches of the aisle. Perhaps the

most interesting feature of the octagon is the division of

the bay: for here we have the elements,perhaps the origin,of

the bay division carried out later in all German Romanesque

buildings. It is in three principal divisions: the great

round arch opening into the aisleithe opening into the sur-

rounding gallery,here two stories high,divided by round col-

umns- the famous columns brought from Treves,Ravenna and

Rome- into three divisions: and over all in the wall above

tne aisle roof the single round arch clere-story window. The

ceiling is domiecal- eight sided- now ornamented in a gold

mosaic in imitation of the original decoration. The choir

and chapels are in 14th century Gothic. At Cologne we fina

perhaps the most characteristic,although not the largest .exam-

ples of Rhenish Romanesque. | The peculiarities of this

style are easily recognized: the double flanking towers east

and west; the great crossing tower- perhaps an outgrowth from

Charlemagne's octagon :the open arcade surrounding the upper
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part of the apse, occasionally seen in other parts of the

huilding; and the use of various materials in the decoration

to produce color effects. In Cologne we have a peculiari-

ty in the apsidal ends of the transepts which give a peculiar-

ly graceful and pleasing effect. In plan they are usually

divided into nave and aisles,with short choir and transepts

of equal length,although there are exceptions in the case of

St. Gereon where the nave is a great octagon from which the

the choir extends very much as at the Cathedral of Aix-la-

Chapelle. Again in the St .Maria im Capitol,the round apsidal

terminat ions are furnished with ambulatories contrary to the

usual custom. The ceilings are usually vaulted as many

Jerman Romanesque churches,that are vaulted at all,in hexa-

partite vaults,a system brought about by the subdivision of

the bay into two parts to bring the aisle vault compartment

to a square form. The nave bays take the orthodox system of

division- great nave-aisle arches- round in form and massive

in construetion; the triforium,here in all cases of much more

importance than in Gothic churches,usually consisting of a

rich arcade with four arehes to each bay. As a rule the

triforium is of great importance in German Romanesque Work

for it has not yet lost its real meaning,and the gallery at

that height is spacious and open to the nave. Finally the

7)
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slerestory is less striking in proportion as the triforium is

important ,for it is pierced by small undecorated round arch

vindows- one,two,or three to the bay- always small.

When we examine the exterior of these Cologne churches we

find special prominence given to the east end, not only by

the attractive decoration of the apse,but by the use of great

flanking towers,and domes over the crossing, the latter fea-

ture in Grosse St.Martin reaching the dignity of a massive

tower and spire. The apsidal and transept open arcades

hat are such a striking feature of Rhenish churches, here

show a richness that is scarcely equalled elsewhere,owing to

rhe use of black basalt for the slender round columns and

panel mouldings in the frieze immediately under the arcade,

vhich contrasts pleasantly with the light grey stone of the

valls: and there seems to be an elegance in the proportion-

ing of the stones.and good taste displayed in the sculptured

york that plainly indicate the advanced stage in artistic

sxcellence reached by the Cologne builders .

In the immediate vicinity of Cologne are a number of

Romanesque churches,notably the fine Abbey Church at Brau-

gseiller.seldom visited by travellers,since it can only be

reached by road,and is unpromising on account of now being

only a village church and surrounded.bythebuildings of a

reformatorv- the old monastery. But I found a pleasant sur-
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prise awaiting me in the artistic grouping of the great west

tower and spire with the erossing dome and square flanking

east towers. Here the transepts are square at the ends,but

the apse is round and of the usual Rhenish design. The interi-

or is even more interesting than the exterior and besides

its architectural interest shows sculptured work in the capi-

tals and ancient Byzantine wood carvings that certainly

make the church worthy of a place in the history of art.

The Minster at Bonn shows the usual east and west towers,

and over the crossing rises a very tall octagonal tower and

spire. The transept ends are octagonal,aad the church shows

a choir without aisles,furnished with a semicircular apse.

The bay of the nave is of rich design; a single great nave-

aisle arch resting on round engaged columns placed against

flat pilasters,both with richly carved capitals. The trifo-

rium consists of an arcade of five round arches resting on

square piers flanked by round engaged columns which screen a

wide gallery. The clere-story also of five round arch open-

ings, graduated in height to follow the line of the vault.

shows a unique peculiarity in having this arcade as a screen

for a shallow gallery beyond which are the glazed openings in

the wall. I had considerable trouble in finding the famous

double church of Schwarz-Rheindorf, for although almost imme-

diately opposite the city.the village seems to be so unimpor-
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tant. that even in Bonn it is comparatively unknown. The

church is fully deserving of its fame,and not only is the

two story arrangement of interest,but the curious difference

in the plans of the lower and upper churches which necessi-

tates a wall of tremendous thickness,and the ancient frescos

of the lower church are worthy of close attention. The walls

are pierced by very few windows,these nearly all on the south

side. The open arcade around the transept and apse are in

this case not directly under the roof,but at the height of

the floor of the upper church. This fact,together with some

other marks on the walls incline me to think that the church

vas formerly only one story high,and that the second was added

at a later date. Over the crossing rises a square tower sur-

nounted by an octagonal spire. I might add that what gives

color to the belief that the lower church is the older part

is the fact that here the transept ends are semicircular and

of the same general desisn as tne Cologne churches,while

those above are square built over a wall that entirely en-

closes the round ends of the lower parts . The impression of

the old pastor,who very kindly gave me the keys to and the

freedom of the church, is that the double arrangement is due

to the fact that there was formerly a nunnery in the neighbor-

hood,and the upper church was intended for the use of the

nuns who were in this way isolated from the general congrega-

don.
(10)
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I might go on describing single examples of this style of

work. the church at Siegburg six miles from Bonn,the fine

church at Andernach,that at Boppard,the group at Coblentz, and

many others,and show interesting peculiarities; but with the

material condensed in 375 pages of journal covering my ex-

perience in Germany, it would be impossible to even make men-

tion of all interesting buildings within the limit of a rea-

sonable report. I shall consequently proceed at onee to the

culmination of the Rhenish Romanesque, the great cathedrals

of Speyer,Worms,andMayence,andthen give a short account

of what is to be seen in the Romanesque style beyond the

limits of the Rhine Valley.

Although not the oldest of the group- its dates are 1110

to 1181- owing to its fortunate escape from the barbarity

of the French in 1689,the. Cathedral at Worms presents an ap-

pearance of greater age than either of the other two,and add

to this the pure Romanesque design as well as imposing dimen-

sions, in some respects it is a more valuable studv. The

building in plan consists of a long nave,with east and west

choirs,the former furnished with aisles. There is an eastern

transept ,beyond which rise circular towers flanking the apse

which although semicircular in the interior shows a square

face outside. Over the crossing rises a low,massive octagon-

21 dome with pyramidal roof. There is no western transept. but
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the choir at this end is furnished with an octagonal dome cor-

responding in all respects with that at the east end.and on

either side in the angle formed by the aisles and choir rise

circular towers,the oldest part of the building. The apse at

this end consists of five sides of an octagon,and at present

shows signs of speedy ruin, although every precaution has been

taken to preserve it. The exterior decoration,both in con~

structional features and sculptured work is remarkable for

original fancy and effectiveness,especially in the treatment

of the open arcades which surround apse and dome. The walls

of both nave and aisle show the corbel freize under the cor-

nice,a universal feature in all German Romanesque work,and

here the bays are indicated on the exterior by pilasters.

Taken as a whole the exterior at Worms is a most picturesque

and beautiful composition, and it is to be questioned whether

any other building of similar style is more satisfactory.

The effect is heightened by its fortunate location- facing

the south- on a large open square planted with trees. The

interior while not so impressive as that at Mavence.is of

simple grandeur. Each great bay of the nave is subdivided
arches

into two nave-aisles, supported by massive square piers; the

triforium is only present in a blank arcade,while above are

simple round-arch clere-story windows,two to a bay,each,to-

cother with the corresponding part of the triforium.enclosed
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by a round arch panel. The vaulting is simple quadripartite,

vith separating transverse arches which together with the

vault ribs rest on engaged columns and pilasters running to

the floor. A curious peculiarity in this building is that it.

as seen from the exterior,appears to have a square east end.

This is not,however,the case, for the interior shows a semi-

circular apse with windows opening into an open space between

the flanking round towers and the apse walls. The windows

from the outer wall,which screens the unsightly angle made

hy the two curved surfaeeg, open also into this space and

furnish the necessary light. The building is of a red sand-

stone,including the tower and west dome roofs: the east dome

is roofed with slate.

At Speyer we find much that is similar to Worms- the long

nave,the great domes east and west,and the tall slender flank-

ing towers. the west choir and apse are in this case,however,

missing,and in its place are.an entrance vestibule and large

#¥est portals. This difference nevertheless means nothing for

it is quite a recent restoration. The east end is identical

in every respect to the other large Rhenish churches with

transept, crossing dome- although I think the peculiar roof is

a modern idea- flanking towers and semicircular apse. The

towers are all square treated in a number of stories,each

strip pierced with double and triple Romanesque windows.
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The pointed roofs of these towers are made octagonal by a

simple but ingenious use of gables on each face of the tower.

Around the entire building directly under the roof runs an

open arcade of considerable height,belowwhichistheclere-

story. The carved ornament of the exterior,especially that

of the south transept,is extremely rich and interesting,and

perhaps nowhere in Germany is there more beautiful work,purely

Romanesque,than is seen here on the joints and archivolts of

the windows in the upper story of this transept. The interior

is most beautiful and impressive. Lately restored in remarka-

bly good taste,it does not have that cold bare appearance so

common to buildings in this style. The vault,walls and even

the capitals of the piers are treated in colors,and the great

blank space that takes the place of the triforium is covered

with excellent mural paintings by the artist Schraudolf.

The color effects increase in richness until the apse is

reached where there is a perfect blaze of color and gold,and

I fancy reproduces the ancient Romanesque church,which after

all was not so very far removed from the Byzantine,much more

nearly than the whitewashed rude interior we are accustomed

to associate with the style. In this connection I might say

that one result,and a very important and interesting one, of

the systematic and general restoration of the old German

churches undertaken by the Government,hasbeenthediscovery
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under the thiek coating of whitewash that has covered them for

centuries,of color decorations and mural paintings that throw

new light on our understanding of these buildings. That they

were painted,even the stone carving of the capitals and other

features,there cannot be a shadow of a doubt,for when un-

zovered every part shows well preserved and even brilliant

coloring. For example,in the church of St .Peter at Bacharach

on the Rhine,which I was allowed to examine through the cour-

tesy of the superintendent of the restoration: I had the

pleasure of being present when some paintings of this de -

scription were uncovered,and the colors as well as the figures

were almost perfect,injured only by the removal of the white-

wash which is a most laborious and tedious process. The

interior arrangement of Speyer is the usual one, that is,one

creat bay of the nave includes two of the aisles,but here as

at Worms the vaulting is quadripartite throughout.and does

not show the hexapartite treatment of the nave frequently

seen in other buildings. The principal and sub-piers are

both square,and both show engaged round columns to bear the

vaulting ribs and wall arcade. The capitals of these

columns are various,some bell formed with simple foliage or-

naments,others cubical ‘and in'this case generally plain and

pointed. The most effective part of the interior is the

arrangement of the successive choirs at the east end,raised
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to a considerable height above the nave.

In some respects the third of the great cathedrals- that

at Mayence- is the most imposing of all,although it is not

nearly so characteristic of the style. Again we find the east

and west group of towers,but those at the west end are in a

"Gothicised" Style which greatly changes the character of the

building. The towers at the east end have lately been re-

stored to their original Romanesque forms. Not as at Speyer

and Worms, the transept is here at the west end,where the

apse or rather the choir beyond the crossing is a square with

hexagonal apse projections on three sides. These are so ar-

ranged that they give the effect of a large square compart-

ment set with its diagonal on the axis of the chureh- alto-

gether a very queer result. At both east and west ends we

find the open arcade under the roof,but that at the west end

is somewhat richer than usual from the use of double round

arch openings enclosed by a larger arch. The north transept

and the three west gables show rose windows,a feature not

entirely unknown in these buildings. Finally the orientation

28 used at present- is reversed, the high alter is in the

west choir,rather a curious circumstance,but I think easily

explained,fortheeast end was in ruins for a long time,and

I suppose the habit of using the other end became fixed before

the proper choir was in a fit condition to use. The material
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of the cathedrals is a red sandstone and where it has been

allowed to show free of plaster has a warm pleasant effect

that contrasts well with the surroundings and shows the dec-

orative features to advantage.

Another building that is not unworthy of a place with:

these cathedrals,both in regard to purity of style and size

is the imposing Abbey Church of Maria Laach, which lies far

from any rail-road,buried in the forests at the head of the

Laach Lake at some distance from Andernach on the Rhine. Here

we see the usual flanking east and west towers,the great octa-

gonal dome over the crossing- this time again at the east

and- a large west tower,and east and west semicircular apses.

The building is approached by a beautiful cloister porch,at

the west end,which surrounds a small close the width of the

facade of the church. This porch shows some interesting

sculpture, but in general the decoration of the church is con-

fined to -corbel courses and simple mouldings. The church was

finished in the middle of the 12th century,and owing to its

location far from any town of importance has been preserved as

perhapsasgoodand reliable an example of German Romanesque

existing today.

To give anything like an exhaustive account of the

Romanesque architecture in Germany beyond the Rhine would be

to write a book.for the examples are legion, and I shall only
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give some characteristics of the style and mention a few ex-

amples and localities of especial interest.

Perhaps the most interesting group of all is that at Hil-

jerheim,at one time in the 12th century a centre of Romanesque

art. Two churches here show the style in its best form,and

a third although barbarously disfigured with a Jesuit restora-

tion on the interior is still of some interest in showing the

Romanesque forms and ground plan. St Godehard is perhaps

the best of all on account of its having retained the double

choir and apse,central dome and west towers without material

alteration. Both in this church and that of St.Michaelas the

interiors are unsurpassed as examples of pure Romanesque

work. The latter especially with its pointed wooden ceiling

of the 12th century gives us an exact idea of this early work.

The ceilings are of wood,and flat,and at Godehard show the

simbers,and rest on walls supported by an arcade opening into

the aisles. This arcade is made up of groups of three round

arches ,every third pier square and the intervening two round

with richly carved capitals. Above the arcade rises a high

blank wall,with no indication of a division into bays,pierced

near the top by small round arched windows. There is very

little carved work,excepting the capitals and a horizontal

sand of decoration above the crown of the nave-aisle arches.

The exteriors are quite plain and depend for effect on the

300d proportions of the parts and grouping of towers. The
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octagon is an almost universal form for the tower in this dis-

rrict usually rising from a square base with little or no

preparation. Churches of this class are to be found also in

Goslar- where a characteristic is a great heavy screen between

the west towers masking the gable- Halberstadt,Quedlinburg,

and other towns of the Harz district,more especially in tle

study of detail and peculiarities of arrangement the village

churches offer an almost endless field for investigation.

Although for the most part,perhaps, more or less remote

copies of the more important buildings in the larger towns,

yet it is possible .even probable that many features may be

studied here with greater assurance of their being original

than in those towns where the fortune of war and even greater

nisfortune of restoration has destroved all traces of early

vork. For example.,in the studr of Romanesque capitals,at the

hamlet of Hoechst not far from Frankfort are examples that show

a remarkable knowledge of classical work with only such naive

variations as a faulty memory might introduce. So also at

the little town of Frose in the Hartz,there is shown a varie-

ty in the treatment of the cubical form of capital that is

not only a delightful surprise,but worthy of most careful

study. Again at Thekla church near Leipzig- a building dating

from the 10th dentury,and consequently one of the oldest

thristian churches in Germany- we have examples of some of

19)
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the earliest forms,and much that is interesting in detail.

Among the secular buildings in the Romanesque style,the Kaiser

pfalz at Goslar is the oldest. It was the palace of the

German emperors in its day and after many ups and downs of

fortune,has lately been restored to its ancient magnificence.

The building consists of a number of small apartments,a great

Imperial Hall,and a curious two story chapel,octagonal above

and resting on a lower story in the form of a Greek cross.

A more famous building is the castle Wadburg located on a

height overlooking the town of Eisenach and the beautiful

wooded mountains of the Thuringian Forest. This much visited

structure gives us perhaps the best idea of a palace of the

times possible at the present day, with its rich, character-

istic Romanesque facades,numerous chambers,chapel and great

banquet hall. All the peculiarities of detail usual in the

style are here exhibited at their best- the corbel frieze,the

wide openings supported by an arcade of small round arches

resting on slender columns,the double window enclosed by a

larger a&amp;arch,and the beautifully carved cubical capitals.

Examples of the Transition period are furnished to us in

the large churches at Naumburg on the Saale, Bamberg in

Bavaria and at Limburg on the Lahn, as well as at other

places. These buildings are especially instructive in show-

ing how ar+ificial this transition really was: how it was
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really only a borrowing of Gothic detail to build a Romanesque

church. For example at Bamburg we have the almost identical

arrangement seen at Mayence,but nearly all the openings show

the pointed areh and the capitals take on the foliated bell

from usual Gothie work. So also at Naumburg,althoughherewe

have a nearer approach to a real change in the manner of vault.

ing and the use of External buttresses. In both of these build-

ings we can see traces of a study of the Freneh Cathedrals,but

as yet the general character is the German Romanesque » But by

far the best and grandest example of this period is the Cathe-

dral at Limburg. Owing to its nearness to the Rhine we find

many of the peculiarities of that district- the west towers of

St «Apostles at Cologne or St.Castor at Coblentz: the erossing

spire of Bonn,with an added dignity in towers flanking both

transepts.,but the arrangement of the interior bays is almost

identieal with that at Laon in France and suggests a source

for the origin of its design. In location this building is un.

surpassed perhaps in Germany. Rising as it does from a great

rock, sheer from-the river.its massive walls and numerous tow-

ers form a picture alike delightful to the artist or layman.

Although not rieh in great Gothie Cathedrals, Germany

is far from being poor in. Gothic arehitecture,even in a varie-

ty not altogether lacking in originality, reports to the

contrary notwithstanding. We might cite the example
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sast end between the choir and apse- and the cathedral at

Erfurt- I might go on mentioning dozens of others- finally

the magnificent church of St.Stephen at Vienna. The aisles

are not always exactly the same height as the nave,in many

cases a little lower,but never so low as to allow space for

a clere-story. Characteristic of the most of these buildings

is the elaborate vaulting which I think almost reaches a cli-

mex in the church at Sehmalkalden, a small town in Thuringia,

vhere the ribs lose all trace of their original object of

Forming a frame-work,and go wandering all over the ceiling

in the most fantastic curves and scrolls. The variety that

I have called the "Brunswick Style" is perhaps as near to a

native German development of the Gothic style as it

is possible £0 find, for the best examples- the cathedrals.

St .Catharine and St.Andrew (at B.) were all begun as Romanes-=

Jue buildings in the 12th century, and continued at the

time when Gothic forms became the fashion. In these cases

buildings still retain some of the Romanesque features, but

transformed into rieh Gothic work in the latest portions.

The most striking peculiarity is the west front. All have

the original Romanesque portals and the facade as high as the

nave roof is severe and almost devoid of ornament. Above

this point rise flanking octagonal towers ending in spires or

upolas.while between them is placed a high gabled screen
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of brick Gothic found in the Baltic provinces,the churches

with three aisles of equal height which found their culmina=-

tion in the ehurch of St.Stephen at Vienna, or the pictures-

que churches of Brunswick that almost deserve a special place.

The former I have already mentioned in an earlier report,and

need only say that they are a legitimate attempt to produce

a- Gothic church in the material of the country,and that the

result is not altogether a failure. Their success is rather

in the impressive interiors than the exteriors which owing

to a lack of the flying buttress and pinnacle work of stone

buildings appear rather heavy and bare. In the few attempts

to reproduce Gothic sculpture in clay- as for example at

Braudenburgon the Havel- the results are a little questiona-

ble: for crocketts,ornamented mouldings,tracery or statues of

saints in glazed terra cotta savor a little too much of fac-

tory work to be altogether satisfactory. The interesting

group of churches built with aisles and nave of equal or

nearly equal height extend over a wide territory,but appeared

to me to be most frequent in Saxony and Central Germany: as I

did not visit Silesia I cannot say whether the idea travelled

over from the east or not. Prominent examples are the

Thomas and St .Nicholas churches at Leipzig,the cathedral at

Merseburg,the cathedral and market churches at Halle,the

curious church of St.

r

which has three spires at the
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pierced by an elaborate,,traceried window in the Gothic style.

This screen is a most peculiar feature,and seems to have

grown from a similar arrangement seen in the Romanesque

churches at Goslar and other places. An important example

of this "Brunswick " west front is found at the Cathedral at

Magdeburg where this central screen is carried up to a great

height ,pierced below by two pointed windows and in the tym-

panum by a large rose . In this case the body of the church

is almost a copy of the French churches,even to the Chevet

and apsidal chapels. I might continue almost indefinitely

giving variations in German work- the rich traceried build-

ings as at Numster, the unique Greek cross plan of the beau-

tiful Liebfrauenkirche at Treves ,or the imposing Nuremberg

examples,but these are sufficient to show that although they

may not show the originality of the earlier Romanesque build-

ings,yet are an interesting and - profitable study,as well as

pleasing,in many cases beautiful structures.

As a fitting close to the consideration of mediaeval work

we may glance for a few moments at the great cathedrals of

the Gothic period in Germany: Ulm,Freiburg,Strassburg,and

Cologne. Of the last two it hardly seems necessary to say

much, since nearly every European traveler is more or less

familiar with them. In regard to Cologne I can say that

after having lived in sight of it for a week and having
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spent many hours in examination of the interior,I am more

than ever unwilling to mar the pleasure given by such a sub-

lime piece of work with small criticisms. The very stiff-

ness of the geometric ornament may have something to do with

its great dignity,even the extreme disproportion between the

height and width of the nave- perhaps the only thing I might

wish changed- may have an effect that we do not suspect. As

it is,Cologne still is,and let us hope always will be,one of

the standard attractions for the Furopean tourist. Strass-

burg I found far more interesting than on my last visit,al-
then.

though even;it rivalled Cologne in many respects. The build-

ing in reality seems two separate structures; the great west

front and tower with their lace like traceries and fine

sculptures,andthebody of the church which certainly does not

fit the front at all. I think :that next to Amiens the in-

terior effect is one of the best in Europe, especially the

noble east end, where the concentrating and culminating ef-

fect of the transepts,choir and dome is unsurpassed. Add to

this the fine design of the exterior,and the beautiful color

of the stone,and we find it hard to complain of the want of

unity. = Freiburg was a pleasant surprise. Judging from en-

gravings the spire seemed heavy,and too massive for the

building, but such is not the case in the least. Perhaps the

only point of view that gives this effect is directly in front
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of the western facade and close to the tower. Then the top

appears a little too large for the lower part,but seen from

the side when the square of the tower is in perspective and

the great —_— of the chureh balances the tower this apparent

defect entirely disappears. The church is remarkably well

proportioned,and the low transept is nearly in the middle of

the building. In the anglesmade by the transept and choir

rise graceful octagonal towers ending in openwork spires

which have the effect of balancing the great west tower.

The plan shows the usual nave aisle arrangement,with a domical

vault at the crossing- which is not, however, indicated on

the exterior. The choir is furnished with chapels,one to

each bay,while around the apse in order to preserve the same

size of chapel,two are opposite each face. The spire over

the west front like Cologne is of open tracery work, but un-

like that building there is a single tower centrally placed.

I'ne building is entirely of red sandstone.

Ulm, the fourth of the group,seems to be but little known,

but now that the west tower is completed- the highest spire

in the world, 529 feet- it fully deserves the notice given to

the other three. In plan it differs considerably from the

usual type. There is no transept- the nave consists of

ten bays- and the short choir,without aisles, ends in an apse

which is seven sides of a dodecagon. The interior is very
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plain. The bay is made up of a tall,sharply pointed nave-

aisle arch, a perfectly plain space where the triforium is

asually placed,and a small clere story window high up in the

arch formed by the vault. The vaulting is peculiar in being

very flat at the crown,so that the diagonal ribs do not meet

in the centre,but each pair meet about half way down the side

and the two pairs are joined by a transverse rib. The choir

is much lower than the nave and at the angles made by nave

and choir rise beautiful open work splres,which effectually

balance the great spire at the west end. This west spire is

perhaps one of the most satisfactory towers in the Gothie

style in existence- I nearly said " although 1t is quite

modern" ,but why it should be so qualified I see no reason.

If it is good it is good,new or old. It rises in the centre

of the west facade,insuccessivestories of square plan,each

cradually taking on more and more the transition to the octa-

gon,to which the beautiful open work spire changes at about

half the height. The lower part of the spire is flanked at

sach corner by tall turrets which effectually mask the change

to the octagon. Perhaps its greatest fault lies in the in-

significant effect of the main portal which is divided into

three tall, narrow pointed openings. But as a whole it is very

satisfactory,and seems to combine the plcturesque grace of

Strassburg with the dignity of Cologne. fhis spire and other
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new parts of the church are of stone but unfortunately the

older parts are in brick,which will always create an unfavora-

ble impression with most visitors.

As in almost all other cases where Gothic architecture is

under consideration,we are inclined to forget that Germany

can also offer many examples of secular work in that style.

Such are the town-hall at Numster, the Kaufhaus at Freiburg,

the town halls at Ulm and Sturgard in Pommerania and many

others of a similar nature. Such are too the numerous medi-

geval city gates,in most cases all that remains of the ancient

fortifications, and the great castles of the period. Chief

among the latter are the Albrechtsburg at Meissen on the

Elbe near Dresden with beautiful vaulting and imposing apart-

ments: finally the great castle of Marienburg,not far from

Dantzig,and the most important building of the kind in Germany

the head-quarters of the Teutonic Knights as well as the resi=-

dence of the grand Master until the fall of the Order.

As in the case with the Gothic style,Germany was slow to

take up the Renaissance movement in art, but once introduced,

the new fashion soon earried all before it. The first ex-

amples that we find are in a chaste artistic style resembling

in a way the Italian work of the period, but later we meet

with the florid decoration of the so-called Jesuit style, the

Rarogue and the Rococo. The latter two seem always to have
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pleased the German,and he has perhaps been guilty of the most

rutrageous extravagances ever perpetrated under the name of

ROCOCO « As examples of the better and earlier work we

naturally turn first to the magnificent ruin of Heidelberg

Jastle,where in the Otto Heinrichs Bau we find design as

craceful and detail as chaste as anything to be found dating

Prom that time. Not so good but still excellent is the Freid-

rich's Bau facing the same court-yard. With this work can

also be classed the imposing castle at Aschaffenburg,with its

great corner towers, a model for later buildings of this class,

Smaller chateaus, those at Schmalkalden and Merseburg,for

axample- also show similar good details. We might mention

as ranking with this southern work the Renaissance houses in

3remen,although they belong rather to the Dutch work of the

period. All over Germany we meet with examples of the so-

ralled Jesuit style- easily recognized by the facade in sev-

sral stories of superposed orders of engaged columns, the

nitches with characteristic statuary, Virgins and saints

after the Ruben's ideal of beauty- crowned by the scroll and

ranel gable. The interiors are overloaded with stucco-work,

Prescoed ceilings and gilded furniture. Especially gorgeous

and reaching almost to the ceiling is the high alter,often

ruilt of colored marbles embellished with the richest gilding

[his taste probably came from Spain- the birthplace of Loyola

and the native home of Jesuitism. Not less artificial and
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sXtravagant,in many cases even worse,is the Baroque and Rococo

secular architecture .whose German home is said to have been

in Dresden and which has left its mark as the classical style

for porcelain in that city today. Examples of buildings to be

found in Dresden are the Zwinger a grand entrance to a palace

never completed, and the Catholic court church. Examples are

not wanting in all parts of the country, for example: the

house "Zum Falken" in Wurzburg, the "Schloss Sanssoucie " at

Potsdam, the Royal Library and Armory at Berlin,and the pal-

aces at Bonn.Karlsruhe and Bruhl. Characteristic of this

period is the use of stucco ornament- garlands,escutcheons,

ribbons, cherubs and contorted figures of all kinds, in a word,

the painter and his ideals were dominant.

Belonging to the Renaissance period bu¢ noi partaking of

its spirit,and almost Gothic in faney are the many charming

0ld houses to be found almost all over Germany,but especially

in the north-west. In stone and brick they follow the style

I have spoken of before in connection with the Baltie provin-

ces and the Lowlands., the step gable house here enriched

with scrolls, superposed orders,and richly carved door and win-

dow frames. Examples are the Rottenfaryer House at Hameln,

the Leibnitz House at Hannover,and the Peller House in Nurem-

berg. Of the same class but even more picturesque are the

numerous timber houses of Hildesheim,Brunswick,Goslar,Qued-
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linburg,Frankfort on the Main and a score of other places.

These charming old buildings with their tall steep gables,

overhanging stories and quaint wood carvings give a character

to the towers where they are still numerous that is peculiarly

German,and would offer many suggestions to an observing stu-

dent. In the same style,but perhaps a little more monumental

are the town halls as seen in such buildings as those at

Leipzig and Altenburg in Saxony.

When we leave these beginnings of the Renaissance and its

further development ,hideous perhaps.but still interesting,we

reach a dreary desert of pseudo-classic in plaster that has

occupied German brains and hands for the past century,and

from which they are even now but slowly emerging. In this

they have suffered from the same infatuation that affected the

rest of the world- the infatuation for the so-called Palla-

dian architecture, dryv-as-dust and as artificial as the socie-

ty of the loth century that made it fashionable . The few

names that have risen above this general level- Schinkel,

Semper ,and Knobelsdorf- tcok for their ideal the Greek

models, and it is to them that many of the cities of Germany

today owe their chaste dignified appearance and the peculiar

character of their public buildings that has been called

"archaeological,not architectural” by apostles of the pietur-

AS que . However all this was.today there is a general move-
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ment of revolution. President seems to no longer bind down

he arehiteet,and north,east,south,and west each seems to be

moving in his own way. Perhaps the best work,from our point

ff view is going up along the Rhine- notably in Cologne and

Mayence where many new residences and business houses are be-

ing erected as well as public buildings . in general the

aim of the government builders seems to be towards harmony

¥ith the character of the town. Thus at Aix-la-Chapelle the

new Post Office is in German Romanesque. In Lubeck they

follow the "glazed brick" Gothie¢. Perhaps one of the most

imposing of the new buildings is the Post Office being erect-

od at Cologne where beauty of material- a light grey stone-

and richness of sculpture~- a branch of work in which Germans

axcel at the present day- combine to make a noble building.

Other cities can also show work of the first class- both in

axtent and class of work- such are the fine group erected

and under construction in Leipzig, the University Library,the

new Conservatory of Musie,the Supreme courts of the Fmpire

and the new concert house. This latter building to my mind

is one of the most beautiful modern buildings in Europe- both

the ehaste exterior and the richly decorated interior, of

which no photographs that I have seen convey an adequate im-

pression. At present in Berlin there is a strong movement

in favor of reviving the so-called German Renaissance~ in
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other words the classical porcelain style of Dresden- the

Baroque and its legitimate follower the Rococo. Already the

newer streets bloom with plaster garlands and eherubs,and the

head of the Royal Technical High School department of Archi-

tecture,also the head of the profession in Berlin and archi-

teet of the new cathedral,lately wrote as an explination why

Italian Renaissance was taught in the school " that it formed

the basis of study for- in fact was the root of Rococo art."

The result- from our pcint of view, I do not say that it is =

just point of view- is what mi ght be expected. The most im=

portant work of the Empire, an opportunity to create some-

thing really great,that seldom occurs in the lifetime of a

nation, the building for the Reichstag now nearing completion

is a something,that will be deseribed in the Badeker of the

future as " composed in the degraded taste of the period" ,more

in the character of an exhibition building than a legislative

hall, where spread eagles,massive garlands and stone cherubs

upholding imperial erowns are repeated ad infinitum,and fret-

ted outline vies with gold leaf in producing something to be

remembered. And yet Germany is doing the best work that I

have seen.

Of Austria I shall say only a word. I visited Cracow- a

Polish city- Budapest, in Hungary,and Vienna in Austria

proper. Cracow was charmingly picturesque with a most in-
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teresting Cloth Hall, Church of St.Mary,and the old Palace

and Cathedral of the Polish Kings. At Budapest the most

interesting part is the new Ring Strasse- to my mind one of

the best built modern streets in Europe. At Vienna,with

the exception of the beautiful St.Stephen's Church with its

great east spire,interest also concentrates in the new

buildings, especially in the imposing group around the
t

Franzen's Ring- the Rath haus, the University, the Hofburg

Theatre,and the Parliment Buildings. Perhaps nowhere else

have so many important buildings been placed together with as

much regard for the effect of the group as a whole,and the

result has been to produce one of the finest plazas in Europe.

Jos .A.Meyer, Jr.




